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Communities in �ima County where home demonstration work has
been done durimg the year December 1, 1933 to Deoember 1, 1934;
16 Pisoinemo
17 Jaynes
18 Marana
19 l'antano
20 Rillito
21 Sahuarita
22 San Xavier Mission
23 Sopori
24 Sunnyside
25 Tanq_ue Verde
26 Three Points
27 Vail
1 Altar Valley
2 Amphitheatre
3 Avra
4 B1nghampton lor Davidson)
5 Cortaro
6 Empire
7 b'lowing Wells
8 Ft. Lowell
9 Indian Uasis lSells)
10 Vamorl
11 San :Migue 1
12 Santa Rosa
13 Cowlie
14 Topawa
15 Anegam
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HISTORY OF H01� D�lONSTRATION AGENT WORK
IN PIMA C arNTY
Home demonstration work began in Pima County during
the war when 1ttss Baa.l Zimmerman was a district agent
working over the entire state and holding extension schools,
in clothing, where and when possible. One such clothing
school was held at Sahuarita. A few 4-H Clubs were
organized by 1�. L.A.Park, state 4-H Club leader, one
at Binghampton and one at Rillito. After Miss Zimmerman's
resignation, Miss Edna Ludt1g was appointed as Home Demon­
lItration Agent for Pima and santa Cruz oount re a, working
for two months chiefly in Santa Cruz County. The only
report we �1nd is that 11 hats were made valued at $108.60.
The present home demonstration agent began work in
Pima and Santa Cruz counties Oct. 15, 1921 and has served
oontinuously Since with the exception of 1930 and 1931 when
Sabbatical Leave, working for a master of Science degree.
During her absence Mrs. W.H,O'Kane was acting home demon­
stration agent.
Early ProJects in Pima and Santa Cruz Count:ie a
were meat canning, clothing, dress forms, milliner,y schools,
nutrition work with school children, school lunchesestab­
lished, pre-achool clinics held, home hygiene and sanit­
ation, first aid, keeping home aooounts and making budgets,
kitchen improvement and work and time schedules.
In 1924, the agent was aSSigned in June for work
in Yavapai County where she worked in 8 oommunities returning
to Pima County, sept. 1, 1924 as full time home demonstration
agent. This was a much more satisfactory arrangement as it
was found that one agent cannot cover such wide stretches
of territory and do effective work.
In the early records we find that large numbers
attended meetings but that there was little follow-up
work since the same group could not be met frequently.
More miscellaneous work was carried on in the early years
this changing to more definite project work with definite
results and records. It was also found that a large per­
centage of the attendance at the meetings in the early years
of extension work was prompted by curiOSity, later this
has changed to genuine interest and a desire to adopt
practices recommended also to srread the good news of the
help given.
In the early reports we find records of means of
transportation. to homes and to meetings, when we used
horse back horse and buggy, walking through the pasture and
climbing up the mountain side after leaving the conveyance
at the foot, and all kinds of trouble with autos which couJd.
Pima County, state of Arizona.
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a(History of Home Demonstration Agent Work in Pima County,
oontinued)
not get over sandy washes. high centers or oould not climb
in high altitudes. Roads sometimes were almost impassible
and wide detours were necessary, a oontrast between the
highways and improved roads of today, although we still
have many desert unimproved roads.
Extension work began using the school as a unit
and out of this .grew the Keep Growing Project, a part ot
the Autrtt1Qnsprogram of the Western states and carried on
over the entire state of Arizona. In a sparsely settled country
this seemed the best way to introduce extension work. Miss
Mable de Gomez, a Red Cross nurse, came to work in the rural
schools,this in reeponse to a request to the Red Cross Head­
'luarters from the agen t and supported by Pima County workers
who were cooperating in the movement for health building.
Growing out of the visit of Miss de Gomez, the Pima County
Health Center was organized, the nurse thereof, triss Minnie
C. Benson, working wi th the agent from 1922 to 1930 when
the County Health Department took over the work in the rural
schools. Dr. Lillis Wood starr, a physician interested in
positive health, helped muoh in the Junior and adult health
work, both in Santa Cruz and Pima oounties during the years
from 1922 to 1924.
Some of the difficulties in early yea2s were met
by conferring with rural school boards presenting extension
work, answering their arguments against the work and securing
their oonsent in writing when nutrition and health work was
done in the schools. However, we set the following goals
in 1921 and 1922 and reaohed them:
l. A soale in every sohool.
5.
!he monthly weighing of pupils.
A Health Center and an opportunity to oorrect
defects; those of tonsils, teeth, and errors
in vision as well as incorrect posture.
Work done for positive health in each sohool
in Pima County and school time given for
at tendric e at clinics where corrective work
could be done.
Health report sent home on the monthly report
card to the parents.
The first pre-school olinios both in rural districts
3.
2.
4.
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(History of Home Demonstration Agent Work in Pima County,
·jcontinued. )
and city and the first discussion groups in Pima County and
Tucson, were organized by the nurse of the Health Center and
the home demonstration agent, working together assisted by
fucson physicians, dentists and educators. Shephard �owner
nurses .ssisted tor a few years.
The cost of some of the early sohool lunches were
li¢, 2¢, and 2.7¢, the leaders reporting that it required
"Careful buying" to keep the hot dish at this low figure.
4-H Club Work
In 4-H Club work, we note the small percentage of
completions compared with enrollments, for example, 30 oom�
pleted and 50 enrolled in 1923, the year olub work began.
Later we reaohed the goal of 100% oompletions.
Pima County held her first County 4-H Club Day
Nov. 1, 1924 and has continued the annual event but the date
has been changed to April since club proJeots have been done
as a part of the school work. teachers, sohool boards, and
oounty superintendents oooperating with the agent. The work
of olubs and members as wel1as the interest of pa�ents and
friends has steadily increased throughout the years.
The Papago mothers on the larger Papago reservation
foll�led the state 4-H Club Garment Making outline for three
years, this giving a good understanding of the fundamentals
of sewing and proving, in their group at least, that the
Junior outline is also a good foundation for the adult work
as the Papagos have progressed steadily trom the organization
of the projeot in 1924 to the present time.
state specialists and other workers from the
University of Arizona have given much help in all preJeots
as time permitted. When the agent was working in two counties
Roberta Sinolair, home demonstration agent for Yuma county,
oonduoted millinery sohools at Marana, Binghampton, and
Jaynes in Pima County in sept. 1924. Miss Sara Kerr did 4-H
Club work in Pima County for one month in 1924 while the
agent was on duty in Yavapai oounty. At various times during
the early years the agent assisted in the work of extension
meetings and sohools held in Cochise, Graham, Greenlee, Pinal,
and Maricopa oount ies.
-
The detailed history of separate proJects has been
given in the annual reports of 1932-33.
Pima County, state of Ari�na.
H.D.A.
Evalyn A. Bentley
Home Demonstration Agent
Pima County, Ariz ona
SUMMARIZED VERSION OF REPORT FOR 1933-1934
FOR THE �/ASHINGTOl{ OFFICE
Work for the past year has followed the same plan of
work as in former years with more emphasis upon the things
which be19ng to emergency work. More stress has been placed
upon economy in, food and dress, remodeling old garme�ts rather
than making new, and in spending wisely.
In Foods and Nutrition, since this was an exception­
ally dry year and we had even less garden and orchard products
than usual, we did little canning. However, much work was done
in demonstrating the adequate diet for both adults and Juniors.
Recipes were prepared, using those from the Market Basket as
a guide, as a help in using less expensive food products.
In Child Training anq Care the emphasis was placed
upon Making the Home a Better 'Place in Which to Rear the Child
and stressing the factors which can be handled with little out­
lay of money.
Home Management has dealt with home accounts and
budgets and methods of buying for the home. ,Also, in time­
saving methods of,work in order that the homemaker might be
free for other duties, such as earning or neoessary time spent
in preparing food and making clothing.
In Home Furnishings we have made articles from old
with little outlay of money.
In Home Health and Sanitation home nursing has been
emphasized in order that the homemaker might save the expense
of trained help in the home when possible.
Recreation for rural communities has been supplied
to twenty-two groups, the object being to provide entertainment
at home in order that transportation expenses to other centers
might be saved. While we have been on an emergenoy program all
the way through, we have not neglected the recreation which is
so essential at this time, neither have we forgotten that homes
�ay be improved and beautified with small outlay of expense if
we carryon our county-wide seed, plant and bulb exchange.
The Agent has assisted in every way possible the
Federal program for emergency relief as s�ated. �he ha� been
a member of numerous commit t ee s and has gav en the b ene ff, t of
her knowledge of individuals and groups, information which has
been gathered through thirteen years1 service as home demonstra-
tion agent in Pima County.
-2w Summarized Version of Report for 1933-1934
For the \lashington Office, cont fnue d ,
FOODS AND 1UTRITION
(Adult)
Number of groups organized in bloods and Nutri tion •••••••••••
Number of members enrolled ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Number of members completing •••••••••••••• '.' •••
'
•••••.•••••••
Number of project meetings held •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Number of quarts canned by adults •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Number of containers ••••••••••••••••••••••••• � ••••••••••••••
Number of quarts of fruit •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Number of quarts of vegetables •••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••
lumber of quarts of meat ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Number of quarts of piokles •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
lumber of quarts of re11she s • '•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pounds ·of drie d fru its ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
(Junior)
Number of 4-H Clubs in �'ood Selection and Preparation •••• ' •••
(Baking Club)
Number of members enrolled ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Bumber of members completing ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CHILD TRAINING AND CARE
lumber
Number
Number
Number
People
of adult groups organized ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
of members enrolled •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• � •••
of members completing ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
of project meetings held .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
reached through group. and Aohievement Day meetings •••
CLOTHING
(Adult)
Number of groups organized in Adult Clothing ••• ' •••••••••••••
Number of members enrolled ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• � ••
Number of members completing ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
NUmber of project meetings held •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Number of garments made under supervision •••••••••••••••••••
lumber of garments remodeled under supervislon ••••••••••••••
(Junior)
'lumber of 4-H Clubs •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Inmber of members enrolled ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
NUmber of members comp le ting •.••••••••••••••• � ••••••••••••••
Number of project meetings held ••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••
lumber of garments' made by juniors under supervision ••••••••
!otal saving on these garment s ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
H01m FURNISHINGS
Bumber of adult groups organized ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
lumber of adults enrolled •.•••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••
lumber of members oompleting ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
lumber of proJect me�tings held •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
lumber of articles made or reconstructed for the home •••••••
OSnaburg purchased by Pima County women •••••••••••••••••••••
7
96
84
16
1276
1648
346'
126
754
25
35
14 lbs.
1
9
9
3
49
45
18
440
6
78
70
25
460
86
9
97
97
112
443
$120.41
13
76
72
16
334
1250 yds.
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For the Washington Offioe, continued.
ROAm }mALTH AND'SANITATION
(Adult)
Number of Adult groups in Home l\ursing and Hygiene ••••.••••• 1
.
Number of members enrolled •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 16
Number of member-s completing •••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••• 15
Number of pro Je ot meetings he ld •••••••-. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 18
Number of members receiving Red Cross certificates •••••••••• 4
(Junior)
Number of 4-& Clubs ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1
Number of members enrolled •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20
Number of members oompleting •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20
Number of proJeot meetings held ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 27
MISCELLANEOUS
BOYS' CAMP CLUBS
(Junior)
lumber of 4-H Camp Clubs •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2
Number of members enrolled •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 12
Number of members completing •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 12
- .. �-
SUMMARY uF GENERAL ACTIVITIES
Total n�ber of different 4-H Club members enrolled ••••••••• 133
fotal number of different 4-H Club members completing ••••••• 133
Number of garments made by Juniors under supervision •••••••• 443
Total saving on these garments ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$120.41
Total number of home ·visits made in conducting extension work 122
Number of different homes visited ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 122
Number of calls relating to extension work - Office •.•••••• 380
. Telephone ••••• 1057
Number of news articles or stories published ••••••••••••••• 241
Number of individual letters written ••••••••••••••••••••••• 569
Number of different ciroular letters prepared •••••••••••••• 2
�rogress in regular Extension proJeots has been gradual,
but during the past year we feel that more than ever before our
members are beginning to understand the value and soope of Exten­
sion work. We have more loyal supporters and can see results of
work that has been done during the past .year-s ,
The progress in the emergency work during the year has been
that of arousing more enthUSiasm for saving and a spread of influence
for real thrift in all the things that belong to the home and farm.
STATUS OF COUNTY EXTENSION ORGANIZATION
�rm of Organization
The only change made in the County organization
has been that we now have a County Chairman of our Rural
Home.lmker's 'group, Mrs. W.G.Spaulding. Two members ot the
latter group are invited to sit in and listen to the dis­
cussions and reports of the County Farm Bureau, there being
no state program as such for the women of the Farm Bureau.
We have key WOmen in each community but only one of these
named in last year's report is now functioning in this
capacity, due to removals and other changes such as serious
and long continued illness of members in the home.
OUr enrollments in each of the projects carried
have fallen off, due to the fact that some have left the
county, others have moved into Tucson and transportation
is a problem wi th gasoline at 22i-� per gallon. One car
is made to' do duty for as many as it will hold, all con­
tributing towards the expense of the trip. While our
numbers are not large VIe do have splendid interest and
our women are better organized than ever before, We have
oontinued to enlarge our territory, combining communities,
since our rural population is so scattered. County-wide
projects have been held in Home Nursing, Remodeling Clothing
and in a Pattern School, since only a few in each community
are found to be interes�ed in these special pijases of exten­
sion work. County-wide friendships formed in this way are
valuable to the women as so much is learned from the ex­
change of ideas.
The Agent has made an effort to present home
demonstration work to the organized extension groups as
well as to misoellaneous groups working in the county in
order that they might choose their projects in a more
intelligent manner. Very little work has been done in the
single unit or miscellaneous type of meeting as this has
been found unsuccessful in forming permanent groups.
FUnotion of Local People
ADULT LEADERSHIP - Although it is difficult to
find efficient leaders, we have been most fortunate during
the past year in our enthusiastic local leaders. They are
learning to assume more and more of the responsibility for
the 100a1 meeting. They have he'lped to secure enrollments,
to explain the current �rDjeets, to arouse interest and
enthusiasm for the work. to help in ohecking results and
in finding places for meetings and giving local public�ty
by use of the school, Church, and Sunday School gather�ngs
and messages sent by the passer-by. In some of our
Pima County, State of Arizona
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(status of County Extension Organization, continued)
communities, as Altar Valley and Empire, we have no Church
Sunday School. or telephone so the school and the casual
visitor from ranch to ranch form the only means of commun­
ication with the homes far from the highway and rural mail
route.
The local leader confers wi th the Agent in
regard to all plans for home projects and all matters
relating to the work. These plans are first outlined by
the Agent at the last group meeting of the year which is
held in Mayor June. If it is possible for the group to make
definite plans as to meeting places and time for the projects
which begin in the fall, the local leader helps in deter­
mining these. She also assists in feeling the pulse of the
group to asoertain when changes in plans should be made.
Leaders in Pima County, salected by their local groups are as
follows:
Amphitheatre and Flowing Wells, Mrs. R.F.Dail
Sunnys id e , Mrs. :Mayda 11enz ie
Marana-Rillito and Jaynes, Mrs. Harry Beggs
Davidson Mrs. Eli Abegg
Ft. Loweil, lirs. Minta Lusby
Altar Valley, Yrs. VI.G.Spaulding
Empire, Mrs. C.R.Nalley
The same plan as in previous years has been used
in having members sign up for the different projects. A
definite enrollment with reoord of attendanoe at each meeting
is kept. This helps usmaterially when checking on the different
projects.
Due to our small rural population, the same women
are often enrolled in all of the projects given in the comm­
unity which makes it necessary to combine projects in all day
or long half day meetings.
JUNIOR LEADERSHIP - With the exception of lone 4-H
Club members and two aumnez- clubs all of our work for the past
year has been done through the rural schools with the teachers
as leaders. The organization has come from a request on the
part of the parents and pupils, in almost every case as our
4-H Club does its own ,advertising. Vlhen presenting an exten­
sion program to the adults the junior work is always included
by the Agent as it takes both to make a complete community
program.
.
The County Superlntendent, of Schools. :Mrs. Constance
F. Smith, continues to give her best endorsement to 4-H Club
work as' she has beoome firmly oonvinced that it fills a real
need in the community. We now have able leadership in all of
the strictly rural schools where there are sufficient members
of club age to carr,y on work.
Pima County, state of Arizona.
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7(status of Oounty Extension Organization, oontinued)
General Policies
To cooper.te with other agenoies where they exist
and to push home demonstration work where no other work of
the type 1s being done has been our policy.
The Marana Woman's Club, the one rural club which
we have in Pima County. has been assisted throughout the years
of its existence by the Agent. It's formal organization grew
out ot: the extension group which was formed in 1922-23. The
Agent has alveys taken the responsibility of the Home Econ­
omics and Recreational meetings as well as the cultural ones.
The Home Demonstration Agent oooperates with the Federation
of Woman's Clubs and is chairman of the American Home, Division
of Finanoe, for the Southern District of Arizona.
The Agent has assiBted in the organization and in
maintaining the programs of the rural P.T.A. She has given
special help in nutrition, parent education and recreational
·programs. In turn, they have given their support to extension
work. Help in the same line has been given to the one relief
society which we have in Pima County, this at Binghampton.
Cooperation is given to the County Health unit in
FOods and Nutritional lines as well as in establishing and
assisting with the problems of the school lunch for the
undernourished as Vlell as for the normal child.
Coo��atl� h�1 b••n �l�.fi \ht Rea Gross �� their
Garment l�king program where ever possible.
� -
The Tucson Press has given valuable help all
through the years in publioity for Home Demonstration wort.
Both the Arizona Daily star and the Tucson Daily Citizen
have given much space to the typed articles and notices
written by the Agent as well as to the weekly column of notes
written by Club members and edited by the Agent. Examples of
publicity are appended tothis rep ort.
.
The County Farm Bureau has been given cooperation
by attendance at the monthly meetings and in other ways possible.
Saturday morning has been kept for offioe day.
Special converenoes are arranged at other times when necessary
but where field travel requires so much time and where a number
of projects must be given time for preparation there is not so
much l1esure during five week days aside from Saturday morning,
for oonference and office visits. We have a good source of
information in the Bulletin files of the oftice and answer many
requests by mail and telephone as well as by office calls.
Pima County, state of Arizona.
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8(status of County Ixtension Organizat1on, continued)
The Agent has been in past years, when time
14�mitted, a member of the Tucson Woman's Club, the Business
and Professional Woman's Club, The American Association o�
University Women, and The Saturday lmrning Musical Club, a
oivic improvement organization. The contacts made in these
organizations have all been helpful, but as the extension
program has expanded, less and less time has been found tor
attendance at organization meetings. This is a distinct loss
as the varied group activities give an insight in regard to
the needs of women in self improvement and recreation.
PROGRAM: OF flORK
Factors Considered and Methods
Used in Determining Proeram of Work
When organizing a project the folloWing questions
have been·used as a basis tor determinir� the projects that
shall be included.
Does the work fill a definite need?
Have �equests been made?
Is there sufficient time on the part of the Agent
to add this project to 'the work already under way?
!itUst -other projects be neglected?
Is there any over-lapping of the work with other
agencies which would make the public feel that
there is 'a duplication of wo nk in the county?
In Pima County a change is being made from inten­
sive work in Nutrition and Child Care and Training, to Parent
Education and Home Management. Under the directiono.f the
State Speoialist this coming year, we are doing some work in
House Furnishings and- Decorattons but have returned to Viomen's
Clothing for the main proJect.
Other factors whicn are considered in the program
of work are the scattered oommunities with their small pop­
ulation, the :Mountain Ranges separating them and making
cirouitous routes neoessary in traveling. The suburban
population must be considered which is a problem by itself
as their main interests are in Tucson and there are only a
few extension projects in whioh they have any interest. We
have Indians and Mexicans in our communities-some being almost
100% of the latter type •
The program of work for 1933-34 is appe.nded to
this report. In both the present year and in the coming one
we have oonsidered the economic situation and have remembered
our shifting population.
Pima County, State of Arizona.
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methods of constr­
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'Tanq_ue Verde
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oct .•
to
June
8 TIork as outlined in
club literature.
Complete as stan­
dar d club s an d g 1 v e
demonstrations to
other clubs.
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ACT IVITIB;.;-,
Marana-Rillito-Cor­
tar·o-Jaynes
Flow ing �Jells-Amphi­
theatre
Junnys ide, J:lantallUI·
Ft. Lowell, Empire,
Davidson, �hree �oints,
Jan Xavier, TQnque Verde,
Vail" ;:)opori, ;:,;ahuarita
�ells, Altar valley,
Three ..I:'oints
Adults &
Juniors
sept.r ��1 Give one demonstration
to 'each in each community which
Sept. com.will eet the entire eroup
toeether de�onstrating
some p�e of extension
work.
stimulate community
int ere st s which � 1 �
will lead to be�er
orcanizati on sand
future work.
�
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FOODS AND NUTRITION - Adult
� - Throughoutthe year.
Place - 1�rana-Rillito, Altar Valley, Avra Valley,
Davidsol1, Ft. Lowell, ]11oVling Vlells-A.mphithea. tre, and Sunny­
side. all in Pima County.
FOOD PRESERVATION
History of Project
.-'
There is little to add to the history aside from
that recorded in the previous history.
Progress & Development
The work has been done by means of demonstrations.
questions answered by mail and with home visits and office
calls.
.
Meat cann1n� - Following work done in previous yearsthree demonstratio s ave been given on special po�nts, as
the use and care of the pressure cooker in meat ·canning. The
change in computation according to altitude has also been con­
sidered using the tables as worked out by j;rofessor SChwalen
at the university of Arizona. The table follows:
Correction to be Added
to Gage :Pressure
Elevation Above
Sea Level
Feet
o
1000
2000
3000
4000·
5000
6000
7000
8000
Lbs. Sq. In.
o
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.4
2.9
3.3
3.7
From this table it will be seen that if the cooker
is used at 10 pounds pressure no change from sea level up to
1000 feet would be made. But from 1000 feet to 2000 feet
pressure should be held at lot pounds instead of at 10 pounds
in order to have the desired temperature. And at 5000 feet
pressure should be held at 10 pounds plus 2-4/10 pounds, or
approximately 12i pounds for the desired temperature at 10
pounds, and sO on.
In preparation for emergency relief work two women
were given training by the Agent so they might answer requests
from ranches, but none were received· so the help was not utilized.
Pima County, state of Ariz una
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FOODS AND liUTRITION, oontinued
Food �reservation, continued
At one ranch where we thought help might be needed the rancher
found capable neighbor women who had been trained in previous
demonstrations given by the Agent and the results were report­
ed as very satisfaotory.
At Avra, a new point of contact, a meat canning dem­
onstration was given. This is a group of homesteaders who
find some wild game to can and they were enthusiastic over
learning how to preserve the meat when it happened to be
secured in quantity.
The Agent taught one young woman who never canned
before something of the art. She is having ver,y good suocess
and her husband is very proud of her. Help was given to her
in finding some second-hand cans which will make her final
cost much less.
All of the wholesale fruit and vegetable firms were
interviewed by the R.D.A., but we were not able to secure
prices that were striking. However, they said if we would
take the products when they were very ripe they would give
them to us at a much reduced rate. 'iihile this was not ideal
for cannIng we made a fairly good product and the problem of
feeding the family is aas iat ed , Vie have done almost no
oanning of vegetables as there are none in the rural dis­
triots and they are too expensive to buy to can.
One olub leader is doing some experimental work in
canning so that she may be able to help her club members if
the time comes when they have something to can in the com­
munity. Although this leader had never done any canning be­
fore she did very well by foll�iing instructions and with some
assistanoe from the Agent.
By request of the Amphitheatre Pre-school Group.
the Agent gave a talk and brief demonstration on food preser­
vation. The meeting centered largely on questions as to the
relative costs of the comoercial products as compared with
the home canned ones and also there were questions about dif­
fioulties which had arise� such as liquid leaking out of the
Jars due to variation in the pressure of the pressure cooker,
or due to a leak,y lid. Different types of Jars were discussed,
also lids. �ifferent methods of taking care of canned products,
Jams and marmalades. ReCipes for making jelly were requested
and given out. Recipes for making commercial pectin at home
were given, not only to this group but also to others. Recipes
for different types of Jams and marmalades were typed and sent
to those requesting, also the correct method of making brine
pickles.
Pressure Cookers Purchased - Two pressure cookers
have been purchased by members who wish to use them for canning
purposes. �ihere some counties report the purchase of eight and
ten cookers during the month, we feel we have scored quite a
triumph if we are able to report two or three purchased during
the entire
yea,. .Pima C_ount y ;_) at e of ta: lZO na�me Demons�r lon Agent.
FOODS AND NUTRITION, oontinued
Food Preservation, continued
Kraut Making � Kraut making has received attention
from some of the women as cabbage was quite reasonable in
price. Direotions for making the same were given by the Agent
and canning the product was also demonstrated.
Oranfe Marmalade - Orange marmalade was the sUbJecttor demonsi t ons. So far we have found ·no method more econ­
omical than the so-called soaking process which eliminates
the use of Certo.
Strawberry Jam - Strawberry 3am has required atten­
tion. ·�e have been working on the same r ec rpe used last year
and have found that we have improved thereon this year. �er­
haps this is due to the quality of the fruit, or perhaps to
improved technique. .
Other Fruits - A small amount of work has been done
in canning apricots, plums, and figs. This work wit� women
who have never done any canning and who wanted to try it to
Bee if by any possible means they could save a few pennies.
But at the present market price the results were not encourag­
ing.
Oanning contests - Vlomen were enrolled in a County
Canning Contest early in the 1934 season, the contest sponsor­
ed by the �err canning people.
Women from Pima County entered the lnternational
Canning Contest for the exhibit at the Century of �rogress
EXposition 1933. :the results were made known in 1934. 'With
her lim! ted supply of produc ts for canning Pima coun ty won
two prizes. Mrs. Clara Har�, of Ft. Lmvell, won the Flash
Chemical Company �rize Box. and Mrs. Anna D. Ahrens, 1941 E.
Speedway, Tu.cson, won a Speedo Knife Sharpener.
Oopies of publicity will be appended to this report.
Actual Results Obtained
Women report that less has been canned during the
past year due to lack of rainfall. A conSiderable quantity of
meat has been canned. A total of/�2'quarts has been reported.
OUtlook and Changes
We hope to have more to can and to oontinue to use means
of arousing interest in home canning.
Pima County, state of �rizona
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FOOD PREPARATIOli
Organization and History
These remain about the same as previously given
with few additions. The work has always been an important pro­
ject.
Progress and Development
Much the same outline has been used as during past
years and given in the annual report for 1932 and 1933.
The principal change has been that we find muoh need
for work in economy in buying and means of stretching the food
dollar, therefore, all work has cent ered around thi s , and wor k
has been given to all groups met including the Juniors. necipes
have been given tor many economical dishes.
The subject of Adequate Diet as shown by charts was
discussed. �conomical but adequate meals were discussed and
menus for the same were given. hecipes were taken from the �ar­
ket jjasket. Hhere we have only the small homestead shacks in
'which to meet, we have found this a good way of demonstrating
the economical menus; that is, to distribute the recipes, let
the women work them out and then bring them for lunch to an al1-
day meeting. They are often quite surprised what they can do
with different combinations of some of the so�called cheap foods.
A number of conferences, at least twelve, were held in
regard to the CWA State work in nutrition as planned for by the
committee to be given by Mrs. Esther hlcLellan. Besides spending
much time in conferences with rural and city workers the Agent gave
Mrs. McLellan all the help pOSSible, the use of the office files,
the special information in regard to leaders in the va�us com­
munities. Some good work was done but the duration of the pro­
Ject was too short. Out of it grew, however. two very success-
ful classes under the leadership of Dr. Gladys Roehm and senior
students of the University of Arizona.
.
Butter n�king - A butter making demonstration was given
by Mr. Cly4e F. ROVle, EXtension Specialist in Poultry and Dairying,
to the women of the Altar Valley community. �he ranges were in
very poor condition and milk was scarce, cream even more so, but
the women were anxious to do their best with what they have. As
some of the group have only recently become farmers' they know
very little about butter making as was displayed by some of the
samples brought to the meeting by request. For example, one woman
had not Qhurned her butter long enough so it was only a thick
whipped cream mass. Other difficulties arose from not thoroughly
washing the butter. In a check-up on the butter making demonstra­
tion women reported that with the small amount of cream they had
to practice with they had made improvement in their method of handling
the churning process. However, all reported that what they needed
was rain for the range in order that they might have milk and con-
sequently cream for ohurning.
�ima County, Sate of Arizona
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FOODS AND �UTRITION
Food �reparation \continuedj
Bread l�aking - At Altar Valley, by request, the
subjeot of bread making was taken up. �he demonstration treat­
ed partioularly the causes of success and failure as shown by
samples of bread brought to the meeting. The making of bread
was considered baginning with the yeast and flour and continu­
ing throughout the process. :J:his being an all-day meeting,
the question of altitude recipes for baking powder mixtures was
also discussed. �he work which was given during Conference
Week by the resident home economics staff proved most helpful.
The Government bulletin on baking in the home was very useful
in this demonstration, as well as some of the printed matter
sent out by the commercial firms. A check-up on the bread
demonstration revealed that women need more.help on the subject
so a follow-up demonstration will be given.
General Cheek-up - In a general check-up a number of
reports have been collected in regard to the use that has been
made of suggestions that have been given during the year.
Favorable comments have been received in regard to the use of
the whole or cracked cereals as purchased in bulk from the mill.
Homemakers report that this has saved them money and they are
convinced that the nutritive value is great. The Family Food
Guide to a low cost diet consisting of the weekly food budget
was also praised.
County Consumers' Council - Meetings of the County
Consumers' Counc11 have been attenaed and help given to the
members where it is possible. We find that the reports from
the U� S. Department of Agriculture and also the confidential
ones sent out by the Consumers' Research are quite helpful in
this pro Ject.
cooIeration with Welfare AgenC�
- The new soc ial work­
er, Miss Howl tt. at the Pima county "vel are Agency requested '
some help in working out ways and means whereby the supplies in
the commissary could be better utilized by those people vmo
receive them. This is somewhat the same type of work which we
have been doing during the past year with the rural groups and
also tor the city work.
JuniJ)r Work - Bak1n� Club - \"lork with the juniors con­
sisted of one BikIng club at ;:)unnyside and two lone club members
who also did the Baking'Ulub work.
Actual Results Obtained
Work in food preparation was given to 96 women in 6
groups. Ten report that the help given in low cost diets along
with suggestions as to haw to vary the menu, even when using the
same food product day after day. has been most helpful. Fifteen
report that the quantities necessary for health and growth
Pima County state of Arizona
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FOODS AND NUTRITION
Food Preparation (continued)
maintenance as given have been most satisfying to them as at
the present time when the budget is being out they were fear­
ful lest they cut out the �ssentials with harm to their family.
We receive reports from the work ofprev1ous -years to
the effect that women teel they are feeding the family much
better sinoe they have learned to can at home and to buy in a
more economioal manner, 20 such reports being given. �--
Changes and Outlook
- Few ohanges Will be made except to use more short
demonstrations as we find these a better method of securing
new practices adopted than is the longer demonstration requir­
ing a half day or more.
*
__ Among these, that of the mother of Kenneth
Hill is of interest. Kenneth-WQ;'ll the state 4-H Health Club
Cont�st with a score of 97.7p�ints in 1934, this in spite of
the fact that the fa�ily has Leen dependent upon relief agencies
for the +as t three years. But l:;rs. Hill said she had learned
to make good use of the food supplies �t hand and felt that this
knowledge which she had gained through-Extension work had been
of great value to her in meeting the nutritional needs of her
family.
Pima County, state of Arizona.
Home Demonstration Agent.
The publioity which follows each project written
by the agent, eXplains more fully the work which
has been done. Almost all of the news articles
appeared in both the Arizona Daily star and The
Tucson Daily Citizen with a change in headline
and date since the star is a morning paper and
the Citizen. an evening paper.
Same appeAred 1n
Citizen 10/8/34•
 
Pima �ounty, utate of Arizona
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state Canning Contest Exhibit.
In the state wide canning contest of 1934
sponsored by the Kerr Manufacturing Co., Mrs. R.A.Land
'formerly of Ft. Lowell, now of Sal'l,uarita, Pima County
won second place and the cash prize of $15.00.
.
Cochise County won first place.
.
CHILD TRAINI�G AND CARE •
. Place': Ft. Lowell--Davidson, Amphitheatre and
Sunnyside.
Tirile : .. _ Ii'hroughout the year.
Organization and History
As given in the report for last year, work began in
a small way in 1922 in cooperation with the health work which
was done in the rural schools. At that time it was our aim to
hold at least one meeting to which mothers and ohildren were
invited and at that time general problems in ohild oare, including
foods and nutrition, were disoussed. �ie also held one county­
wide meeting each year which grew into a clinic. The County
Health Department now maintains baby olinics in many of the
communities where we formerly worked. The projeot as it is being
carried on at present has stressed the psychology and mental
hygiene more than other phases.
Pro�ess and Development
The third year's outline of the written project was
followed with the addition of emphasis placed upon, "How to Make
the Home a Better Place in ,.hich to Hear the Child". Problems of
Family Relationships and Home Management have entered into the
discussion, Since they have a direct bearing upon the question
of securing more leisure time for the solving of children's
problems.
During the year we have cooperated with the rural Par­
ent-Teacher Associations where possible. Two groups, Ft. Lowell
and DaVidson, were combined for discussion purposes, six demon­
stration meetings were held with eaoh group making 18 in all. _
Homes and school rooms have been used for meeting places. Books,
magazine articles and pamphlets were selected by the Agent and
loaned to the members, as the Agent has trained women in each
group to lead certain discussions. More interest is aroused by
this method, the Agent supplying the material and guiding the
discussion.
Publioity for the projeot has been seoured through
letters and notioes to members, press articles, home visits
and telephone oalls made by members and the Agent. and invita­
tions sent out by the school.
Aside from the subjects listed in the outline of the
project for the third year's work as given in the 1931-32 annual
report, we have discussed th e following:
CHRIST:US lRESENTS MADE AT HOME AND THE VALUE OF TOYS
FOR THE CHILD - These have included articles which. can be made
for the home which will add convenienoe for all members. Toys for
children have been included and this has been a very popular
project with the adults as well as with the juniors in the 4-H
Clubs. As an example, animal toys made from worn inner tubes
and filled with crushed paper (quite often from banana crates),
have been used for Christmas presents, as well as for handiwork
for the younger members of the family.
Pima County� 0tate of Arizvna.
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CHILD TRAI1Hl�G AHD CARE (continued)
SEX BDUCATION - Sex education was discussed in
two groups with mothers as leaders who used material supplied
them by the Agent. �hey also drew from their ovm experience
and handled the subject very well. To mixed groups held in
the evening sO that both fathers and mothers could attend, the
same subject was discussed by Dr. Clara s. Webster who has had
wide experience in dealing with delinquent girls. �ince the
movies are in a way often connected with problems along this
line, a Tucson minister, John �aul �ack, was secured to give
talks to the rural groups on the related dangers as found in
the modern movie. He gave some very convincing figures and
sound arguments in a plea for better movies and a more thought­
ful consideration on the part of the pazents ,
HOYt TO SECURE LEISURE IJ:IlUE FOR THE PAMILY HOUR - This
was handled in the same manner as sex Education, the mothers
taking the lead and bringing out many difficulties as well as
methods of solving them. une way of seouring more time was by
trying to make the kitchen more convenient. �lans were studied
and kitchens visited for time and labor saving ideas. Inter­
ested members visited the kitchen and home of t�s. Fred fuC­
Cormick of Ft. Lowell, who has a very good kitchen as she has
had plenty of money to carry out her plans and then to change
them if they did not work. Her kitchen follows ,uite closely
that of uhristine b�ederick who has �Titten so ably on this
subjeot in her book, uouseho Ld �ngineering. ';16 have used mimeo­
graphed sheets showing the model kitchen from this book and
the disoussion on the subject. A number of the women have
expressed themselves as finding it of great value in helping
them to make better plans for their work shop.
SPIRITUAL V-ALUES J.N FAMILY .1.IIY£ was led by the Agent,
the mothers giving their experience. uome of the material
put out by the American .cederation of \.omen· s Clubs was found
helpful as well as the articles found in current magazines.
�leven talks were made to groups outside of those
enrolled in our regular project. �y request, the Agent talked
to the group at Marana about t;hild w�elfare work, the object
being to attempt to arouse some genuine interest there. �he
also addressed the vounty Council of the �.T.A. three times,
the theme being a report of work that has been done and an out­
line of the need f'or the future, the aim being to acquaint
county workers with the project. All of the local grou:ps were
addressed at evening meetings when both fathers and mothers
were present, the Agent discussing some phase of �hild vare
usually that of �amily Iloelationshjp.
RECREATION Arm ACHl.�VEMENT lJAY ll�ETLL"G - '.t:he wor-k
for 1934 closed in eaoh community with a get-together where tea
was served games played, and other entertainment :provided.
This was a'part of our definite program as it is necessary to
learn how to entertain the family and their friends. At the
Pima county, Jtate of ��izona
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CHILD TRAINING AND CARE, continued.
recreational meetings the summary of the work of the year was
given, the members expressing themselves as to the ir progress
in making physioal and other adjustments to better meet the
needs of the children in the home.
Changes and Outlook
The program will center around the subject of Family
Relationships emphasizing better adult habits with respect
to development of children.
The Agent has met with the Chairmen and J:iro gram Com­
mittees of the community groups and discussed the problems which
must be oonsidered in eaoh oommunity. ihere will be some re­
petition of the work done during the past three years, since
new members are often added and old ones wish to disouss pre­
vious topics as new difficulties arise.
HOME VISITS - Home visits have been used to discuss
special problems and to check gains. �uite often when in the
home or when children are present at the all-day meetings we
note changes that have been made in methods of discipline and
other phases of the proJect.
Actual Results Obtained
While our enrollment was not so large as last year
due to losing some members, we did have a gain in actual re­
sults. The 45 members who completed report that 40 have made
some improvement with children of school age, 35 have improved
methods of discipline, 22 have provided better play equipment
or have in some way helped with their children's recreational
period, 18 have made some adjustments to better children's
physical needs, and 25 have adopted better adult habits in
order to help the development of children in the home.
Home Demonstration Asent.
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CLOTHING - Adult
TIME: Throughout the year.
PLACE: Ft. Lowell, Amphitheatre, Davidson, Sunny­
side. Sells and Altar Valley.
organization and Historz
Some work has been done in adult clothing since 1921
when the Agent began work in �ima County. The first work was
that of making the paper dress form, then to this was added the
use of the form in home dress-making. Later millinery was
added, then some work in olothing selection and care, includ­
ing shoes for health and comfort. However, with the advent of
the clothing specialist, Miss Zella Blake, in 1931 the work
was extended and enlarged. As the work progresses the women
grow more enthusiastic each year.
Progress and Development
During the past year the specialist devoted her time
largely to Home Furnishings, however, some clothing work was
done.
The Agent organizes the groups, explaining the work,
prepares and sends the notices, uses the telephone and home
visits to stimulate interest and writes the publicity fer
the Press.
Meetings are all-day ones with lunch at noon. Two
communities are combined when possible since the specialist
oan devote not more than sixteen days to eaoh county.
A part of the program for 1934-35 will not be com­
pleted until 1935. Work in progress consists of 'Women's Cloth­
ing, six demonstrations at Altar Valley, and Testing Materials,
Sleeves and Necklines, Ornamental Stitches for Decoration of
Clothing, and the Laying in of Smocking on the Garment, four
demonstrations which will be given to Davidson--Ft. Lowell and
Sunnyside--Amphitheatre, the four groups being oombined in two.
18 demonstrations in all were given by Miss Blake in the pro­
Ject of Adult Clothing.
Tea for Members of Remodeling Clinic
Following the work of the remodeling clinic, a tea
was held at the home of Mrs. H. E. b�riss on January 17. At
this time members who attended the remodeling clinic in Nov­
ember 1933, wore the dresses made at that time. They described
their problems, told how much they had �ent on their dresses
and enjoyed the afternoon exchanging ideas on the subject of
remodeling. The tea added to the sociability. Dr. Eleanor
Johnson attended and gave a very encouraging talk as she said
the women might well be proud of the work they had done. The
following women were present wearing their remodeled garments:
Home Demonstration Agent.
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CLOTHING (oontinued)
Mrs. J. W. Van Camp, brown silk dress.
A�s. W. F. Eastman, figured dress with flounces
fagotted together.
IvIrs. Paul .K.laJda, with a red made-over trimmed in
laoe which she had colored ecru with Rit.
lvIrs. it. G. Nichols, a brown dress she had made longer.
Margaret C10SSOD, showed the picture of a dress that
had been remodeled for a sick girl and gave very
good results.
Mrs. It'ariss and Mrs. xobbfne , wore the dresses which
they completed.
Airs. Ruth -;instead, received help from �ilrS. ,F'ariss.
in making over a plush coat into a short jacket.
A!1rs • .11. \i. Vermillion, received suggestions from
those attending the clinic and showed two dresses
which she had made for her little girl as well as
a Jacket for an older girl.
MrS. llarling made a dress for her little girl and
trousers for her small boy.
Mrs. l,lB.yda henzie, wore a dress which she had made
out of a jacket suit and although pieced many
times looked very well. ;jhe was not able to at­
tend the remodeling clinic, but was given help by
her neighbors who attended. �he same comment ap­
plies to MrS. l�ewell and �S • .Nolan.
Dress Form Demonstration
By special request from some of the women who have
been in the clothing work, a dress form demonstration was given
by the Agent. In the all day meeting three dress forms were
made and the women present feel that they can now make dress
forms for their neighbors it the requests come to them. Our
work was very much hindered by the fact that none of the members
present had the slightest idea of how a form is made, and also
by the fact that they made the gauze vests out of old under­
wear and did it the day of the demonstration instead of pre­
viously as they had been instructed to do. However, after a
long hard day the work was completed and the makers find the
forms �ost helpful in home sewing.
Pattern School --Under the direction of the state Specialist.
A three-day pattern school was held at Ft. Lowell.
TV/enty-eight wom�n signified their intention of wanting to
have a pattern made. In response to the questionnaire sent
out �/O weeks before the school was to begin not so many re­
plies were received, but still we had more than could be ac­
comodated. However, on the morning of the opening of the
school German measles and a series of accidents helped to pre­
vent the attendance so that only 8 began. Then one baby was
sick and the mother was unable to attend so only 7 completed.
This proved to be a sufficient number to move along at a fairly
rapid pace. Where 16 are enrolled, as during last year's
pattern school, the women must wait for their turn to come.
Home Demonstration ACent•
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Women who completed the patterns are very muoh pleased with
the results. They make very enthusiastio boosters for �­
tension work.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous work is always given in reply to re­
quests. For example, one woman, mrs. Sanford, asked how to
clean a panama hat. When told to use white taloum powder and
a good cleaning fluid, such as benzine, mixed to a paste and
applied with a brush, she was quite enthusiastic at the oompar­
ative ease of the process. Instructions were given in the morn­
ing and late in the afternoon she wore the cleaned hat with
which she was much pleased.
Sewing h�oh1ne Repair
The Agent has given assistanoe in getting a'.wing
maohines in order in two instanoes where the women did not
know what to do. This experience proves that knowledge is
never wasted as many years ago the Agent met many problems of
thie nature in the ranch country where she was brought up and
also on the Indian heservation. During reoent years when a
woman's sewing maohine did not work well she promptly bought a
new one. This can no longer be done so the old one must be
made to sew. Whenever we encounter these diffioulties we real­
ize we should make more of the sewing machine olinic as a re­
gular project as nearly all women need more knowledge on the
use and care of the sewing machine.
Illustrative Material
Some t'ime has been spent in preparing illustrative
material. for the coming year. The Agent expz-e asea her appreoia­
tion for suggestions received from Miss Burnell and Miss Ryan
which will make a oontribution to the projeots in preparation.
Osnaburg
A large amount of osnaburg has been purchased by Pima
Oounty Women. \vhile a large amount was used in the House ]'ur­
n1sh1ngs �rojeot, garments were also made. W�s. Vermillion
made very good looking trousers for her boys and seven women
made skirts or suits of the material.
Actual Results Obtained and General Outlook
.
Four hundred sixty garments have been made by adults
and eighty-six remodeled, while four hundred forty-three gar­
ments were made by juniors" all under supervision. The know­
ledge gained in buying and handling materials and the general
care of clothing far outweigh any results as to actual savings
in dollars and cents although this also is considered in an
emergency program. The county-wide interest in both the junior
and adult projects is of value for future work as the project
will continue on its own merits.
Home Demonstration �gent.
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neMode11nc Clinic - Altnr
Vnlley. l.emodeled dreOD
r.orn by the nnker, J...ro.
Henrietta Ven Camp.
nemode11nc C11nio - l.ra. Vermillion end dauLhtcr •
....ra. �1nsteadt and l...rs. Kobb1ns. \iearln£ [armcntu
recoristructed in re:node11� clinio l:ovember. lS�..:J.
Pima Uounty .:)tate of' Arizuna. R.D.A.
Remode11ns Clinic - Mrs. Van Camp, l�B. �leJdst �rs. richols.
and �rs. �astman. wearing dresses remodeled in the olinic
lovember l�ZZ.
RemodelIng Clinic - urs. Bewell, Urs. Menzie, �rs. Fariss,
wearing dresses remodeled in Cl1nl0.
Pima County, st a te of' Ariz una.
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HOL� b�ISHINGS - Adult
Place: Amphitheatre;-sunnyside, Ft. Lowell, and
Altar valley, (:Pima County).
Time: Throughout the year.
Organization 'and History
The project was organized in a formal way in Ootober
1933 with special demonstra.tions given by the state Special­
ist, �dss Zella Blake. The work as begun in 19�3 was com­
pleted with demonstrations and check up visits and tours in
1934.
�ogress and Development
This has been outlined in part in the previous annual
report. rne remaining two demonstrations on Windows and Window
Treatment and Methods of Upholstering were given in January to
each of the three groups working with the sta.te Specialist.
The work will be continued during the coming year with two dem­
onstr,tions devoted to problems of the homemaker. The text­
books and bulletins in the 00unty �tension Office will no doubt
be used as extensively .by the rural workers in the coming year
as during the past one.
The part of the Agent has been to keep the interest
alive between demonstrations,to organize the groups for ad­
ditional work band to supply information to those regularly
enrolled as well as to members of other projects who wish some
additional help in the line of Home �urnishings. Similar work
has been given to some of the other groups not reached by the
specialist. Suggestions have been given as to the use of ma­
terial already at hand for draperies, couch covers, cushions or
rugs. �atterns for decorating material and designing artioles
have been provided to more than forty women who requested help.
�he Agent has loaned her personal house furnishing articles for
models when needed and she also has a small amount of illustra­
tive material in the office for this purpose.
The House �urnishings exhibit, espeoially as applied to
floor coverings, from iJears Roebuck was used with those groups
who have been working on home furnishings and given as a supple­
mentary demonstration inoluded along with the main subject of
the day.
Although some work in rug and quilt making has been
done during past years by the Agent and work in the improvement
of both the interior and exterior of the home has been stressed,
the project has never had the county-wide scope and enthusiasm
as at present with the aid of a specialist.
Home Demonstration Agent.
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HOJ.IE �URNISHINGS, continued.
ANTIQUES AND :rHEIR HISTORY - This made a very inter­
esting demonstration for two communities, the members of the
groups bringing old heirlooms and giving their history. In
some instances this required much library research. The in­
form�tion Vias 1ntere�ting and gave each woman a part in the
mee t mg , ..e have trled to add some feature such as this for
our roll call period and find that the women enJoy it.
Aotual nesults ubtained
Three hundred thirty-four artioles were made in home
furnishings. :"he larger ones included a studio couch and
cushions, the couch made from an old single one with the addi­
tion of a back. �he cushions were filled with cotton from the
\ gin. .:>ix orange er-a te dressing tables were made. :J.:wenty-four
\, cushions with springs were repaired by re-tying the springs,
then padding and recovering with new material. Sixteen foot­
$tools using the methods shown at demonstrations and one hundred
thirty-six drapes for the home were made, chiefly from osnaburg,
�n inexpensive material which is very durable. �orty-five quilts
and comforts have been made and exhibited, besides other smaller
articles for the bedroom not included in this summary. ��o bath­
�ooms have been repaired and improved as to equipment, ten wood­
boxes have been built following suggestions given, six yards
Iwere beautified, eight foot sorapers for the back door were put
/1n place and ten door mats. One magazine stand; four pairs of
/ book ends, and two coffee tables were made, one table was carved
I with the paring· knife. Sixteen very attractive hooked rugs were
��' shown and ten crocheted ones, eight knitted ones, and fourteen
. �\ \.� made by various methods. Six homes wer-e redecorated after being
\� remodeled and four kitchens were improved. Paint was used on
. � trellises in four yards, and six old floors were improved with
� paint and homemade paper pulp crack filler. Five ootton mat-
cJ� tresses were manufactured at home using cotton from the gin for
�\ stuffing and osnaburg for covering following instructions given. for sewing and tying cushions.
'� All of the work done shows careful work which bears� inspection. That it requires time is revealed by the report���s. Wetmore, who began in January to upholster under super-
vis�her living room furniture. She reports that she complet­
ed the work in �uly and that besides her own spare time she seour­
ed the help of two of her neighbors who, along with her, put in
three full days during the hottest time in July, nBut," she adds,
III did not mind the work because for only i4.47 my living room
set is new and fresh and is so attractive I have had many compli­
ments on it. Iviy husband and the children are so proud of i�,toOn.
Each spring was boxed in osnaburg, then seourely tie� and t�ed
again and again so she now has vmat she feels.sure wlll.be a
permanent piece of upholstering w�th a� occaslonal o�tslde cover­
ing To encase separa te spring.s('ln th�s manner r-equi r-e
s yards
and·yards of material but a study and inspection of the well built
furniture of long ago proves that it is worth while to do
the
work well.
-E6�e Demonstrati0n Aeent.
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HOl\1E ]uRNISHINGS, continued.
,'. 26 .
TOUR OF HO��S � The homes visited showed many ways
in which the project had been put to practical use as the dis­
cussions included both the exterior and interior. The attrac­
tive lily pool with its clear spray of water along with the
shade·trees and shrubs gave an inviting approaoh to one home.
Since the kitchen window looks out upon the pool the small daught­
er remarked, nIt is fun to wash dishes when there is such a
pretty, live picture just outside". The interior of the home
had recently been done over, the walls with their ohanging col­
ors of rose, gray and green were admired, as were the simple
drapes of osnaburg. At all the hones visi ted t he treatment of
the osnaburg material in house furnishings was' noticed. borne
had used harmonizing colors of bias binding, others had used
yar,a for decoration making durable as well as attraotive fur­
nishings which included window treatment for living rooms and
sleeping porohes, dressing tables, cushions and screens.
Rugs,
floor coverings
dyed and used.
wer-e exhibi ted,
maker.
hooked, knitted and orocheted, made artistic
and showed thrift since old material had been
Six quilts, colorful and beautiful in design,
also four bedspreads ornamented by the home-
other items noted were the clever use of bailing wire
and orange crates in home construction of furnishings, the tin
vegetable box on casters, the conveniently located vegetable-­
fr,uit cooler, a corner cupboard and other lovely furniture made by
a skilled workman of the community.
Yards with their bright autumn flowers, the vines which
furnished, shade, the cleverly made stepping stones for the lawn
gave ideas to the visiting members as seed and plant exchanges
were planned.
The plant exchange as given under Community Activities
might have a place here if we consider both the exterior and
interior of the house.
A sample of mimeograph notice sent out foll0\7 ing
also pictures of some of the work done.
Outlook and Rlomamendations
The outlook for work of the same type is good and
the same method will be Baed with change of subject matter as
the need may be.
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COOPERh_'IVE EX�L'b...�·3I 01\ WORK
In
AGRICULTURE .AND HOlvIE ECONOMICS
State of Arizona
Tuoson
University of Arizona
Oollege of Agriculture
U.-5. Departmen t of Agricu1 ture
.tllid Pima County. Cooperating
Agricultural Extension Servic�
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Vlork
Courthouse - 3rd Floor
January 15, 1934
�;.,C4j
.. 7£,
-_. 1111t'l' ------_-- _
No-r-ice I H 0 m e rrt a.ne r'
TUESDAY, JAlJUARY 23
HOME' 0]' MRE. NEDRA VAN CAMP
THURSDAY, JANUARY 25
HOME OF MRS. FRAN"J.{ JORDAN
FRIDAYt JANUARY 26
HOME OF IVIRE. R. A. WETMORE
This will be the last day in the Home Furnishings
project with Miss Blake, so bring your problems and questions
and be prepared to get as much as possible out of this meet­
ing which closes the project for this year, wi th the excep­
tion of our Achievement Day which wil� be held in the fall.
These are all day meetings with simple lunch at noon.
Sincerely yours,
.
�alyn A. Bentley,
Home Demonstration Agent
EAB:W
Pima Oounty , state of Ariz ona ,
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1�s. 0ra Hobbins and boxes
from which she is mak Ln.;
a dressinc table.
Ileus e furnishin£ pro je ct. 1.1 irst steps in :rre:ra rint-' auto
springs for foot stools.
II ima County, »t a te of Ariz ona ,
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Lmrhitheatre - Articles made by �s. Vermillion. l-Unfinished
door mat made of tattle caps. It wss reported that this is
e spe ale.ll�r Good for re!Ilo�Jing sand and gravel from the shoe a ,
;;-.:,:pool holder. 3-TVIlne ho lder and pot holders. 4-J.uto s:prings
in j.a-o ce es of footstool construotion. 5-6-7-IIorne made toys.
Amphitheatre - ?io.no to be refinifJhed by !.:rs. Ve�tell111on.
l'ima C oun ty J ...;t ate 0 f b.riz ona ,
Roue Demonstration ��ent.
House Furnishings-Altar Valley, 1934.
Hand !.lade rues frcm wor·n out garment s made by
1.;Xs. Thos. Terry,
Old Rocking chairs
made over; padded
and upholsDered
by Mrs. Thos. Terry
who is standing
behind them.
Above:
Chair made by Lrs. Ollie
Mae Hill, House Furn­
ishings, Altar Valle:r,
1934, using bent pip�
and some wood in the
construction. Uphol­
stering was done by her
and the cactus stands,
in fact everything shown
in the pictures which
follow was made by her.
Below:
Hand carved coffee table
VIi th cactus stand as ah own ,
The hand carving of the
or iginal design was d�ne . Iby l-.Irs. Hill VIi th a kf t chen
paring knife.
H.D.A.
Pima County
state of Arizona
Hight:
Chair upholstered by
Mrs. Leslie LcBride.
This vias an old chair
which was made into
a very comfortable
and eood looking one.
Altar Valley
Left:
Piar.. 0 Lamp ma de by J. .re •
H.H.Lelly. The s tand
of an old bird cage was
used upon which hangs
a railroad Ian tern.
lorch lamp is also
made from railroad laLtern.
Pima County, State of Ariz ana
R.D.A.
Above-:
Garden Look-out, _wi th'
oaotus bowls made from
tires turned Y/r0ng side -
out then oov�red with
chioken wire, oement,
and rooks.- More att­
ractive than pioture
shows.
Right: _
·Ta bl.e , cuah ion and rugs
made in the house fUrn­
ishings project.
Pima Oount,._
state -01' .Arizona
H�D.A.
HO�,ili! mRNISHn�GS - J:APAGO IN'DIAN �;OEB1J & GIRLS
Place: :::>ells, 0anta liosa, Vantana, �l:OpaVla, �an Xavier,
.i:'iscinemo, Oovered dells, Jan ..t:.'iiguel, Vamori,
1'OS 0 '.b:edond 0 {Pima County).
'
Organization and .tiistory
There has been little change in the form of organization
as recorded in the 1932-33 annual report. The organiza.tion is
groVling better each �Tear since vie have the same leaders year
after year and they understand their problems better, so it is
possible to have a more complete cooperation
Progress and Development
The Vlork is done largely by correspondence and occasional
leaders' meetings as the Agelit can make only a half dozen trips
to the reservation each year and then it is not possible to
visit all the different widely scattered groups.
Package kits of illustrative material were loaned to
leaders and suggestions about using the same given. Hints were
made in regard to what should be avoided in combining colors
for home furnishings, as we Ll, as helps in making useful articles
for the home.
.
At the January meeting with the uells group kitchen models
wer e shown to the women and girls as vlell as to ,the older boys.
These models included a folding ironing board, a drop leaf table
with a substantial catch supporting the legs, a fireless cooker,
and a sanitary flour container. Pictures of kitchens sho�ing
improvement's vrhde h had been made to add convenience for the
worker were shown. The Papa go fndian wo me n made house furnish­
ing artioles, such as quilts, bedspreads, pillow sliDs, luncheon
cloths, etc, but were interested in other articles for the home
and four homes made articles from the models of equipment shown.
The l'apago Indian wo me n and birls on the larger :Fapago
Indian heservation held their Achievement Day at Sells May 11.
Hiss Zella Blake assisted in judginG the exhibit tpe day before
and wor-ker-s from ;;;;)ells placed the exhibit. 'l;his was the tenth
annual exhibit which has been held under the direction of the
home demonstration agent and we were pleased to note that the
mechanism of the project is running in a very .smooth manner.
The judging and p Lac Lng of' the exhibit was done q_uite
easily and the barbecue lunch was served to the 1500 people
present very quickly. About 600 articles TIere judged and the
quali ty of the work VIas found to be the best tha t we have exhibi t­
ed at Sells. According to visitors, the q_uilts shown would have
Home Demonstration Agent.
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(Home Furnishings, l'apa£,o Indians, continued)
done oredit to any community. «cr-kman sh fp and design were both
excellent. \�e found the wo rk much more even and those who
have been soaring lov1 are climbintS towar-d the higher scorers.
All this makes the Vlork very satisfaotory indeed.
Following are some of the artioles exhibited: 24 dresses,
23 aprons, 5 ohildren's dresses, 1 child's coat, 1 child's bib,
1 baby slip and dress, 1 crochet yoke, 5 men's shirts, 4 stookin­
et patohes, 2 handkerchiefs, 5 pillows, 3 pillow tops, 28 pillow
slips, 27 hand towels, 25 tea. towels, 18 runners and scarfs,
8 centerpieces, 10 luncheon sets, 4 table cloths, 1 laundry bag,
6 woven mats, 22 quilts and comforts, 1 bedspread, liBby'S bed­
spread, 1 baby's Cluilt top, and 3 stuffed toys.
WORK IN THE PAPAGO VILLAGE NEAR TUCSOn
The �unshine Group. Since this group has a few members
who have been identified with the projects on the larger lapago
Reservation holding the most of their meetings at Sells, they
asked to have some work done in their village.
At the Deoember meeting one demonstration was given in re­
pair of furniture, taking as a speoial project the repair of
springs as demonstrated by J.u.iss Blake wi th other groups at the
November meetings. �he Agent also showed how furniture can be
made from boxes and one piece of furniture has been completed
following suggestions given. 'llhe piece made was a chest of
drawers whf.ch made a very good place for storage. Another woman
started a kitchen cupboard which was made almost entirely from
boxes and bica fair to be useful.
other wor-k given VIas that of repairin6 furniture. ·v.hile
the wcrk nieht not pass the critical eye of a skilled wor kman ,
the iapagos were very glad to receive suggestions on how to
repair chairs. In an all da.y meeting four chairs Vlere repair­
ed and made very SUbstantial.
Simple articles whi ch oan be made at home and used for
Christmas Gifts were demonstrated to this group as well as
to others in the county.
Some artioles of furniture for the baby and small child
were demonstrated by means of charts. �uitable clothing for
the younger members of the family was shown. Also, although
it vias not a definite projeot, the same comment applies to
work done in food and nutrition.
The women of the Sunshine Group cooperated in the exhibit
on Aoh ievement ])ay at Se Ils, l,�ay 11.
The group is under the leadership of ,i,:rs. Roscoe Fitz­
gerald, the Agent has met with them when she could spare the
time, which was not every month.
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lu11t& eAh1blted at the la�aco Inni8n �ch1evement D�.
SeliG. � 11. l��.
Pima Uounty, utate of Ari Z .na , L.D.A.
t .u11ts exh1b1 ted e.t the :Pn�aCo Indian Jchlevement "097 •
.t!£y 11. 19Z4.
Pima County, Io.Jtate of Ariz una •
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r:xh1blts at the J?erago Indian Achievement Day a.t Sells
l!cy 11, 1�34.
Pima County �tate of Ariz0na. H.D.A.
Couk1n� beans in �sh boilers tor the 2000 visitors
prtat:ni at the .l'apat;o Indian hch1everr-,ent Dq held at
Leila, l� 11. 19�4.
Glimpses of the cr�Nd and the mesns of transportation,
Fapago Indian Achievement D� held at �ells, �y 11, 1��4.
Pima County, state of Arizona.
Home Demonstration Agent.
ilhere lunch was served to between 1500 and 2000rapagoIndians at the �apago Indian Achievement Day held atSells, Lay 11,1934.
Pima County state of Arizona.
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HOME �aNAG�mNT � Adult
Place: Ft. Lowell--Davidson. Amphitheatre, Sunny­
side. Altar valley. (All in �1ma County)
Time: October to October.
History and Organization
This has not been a definite project but it seems
that the pendulum is swinging in that direotion and that very
soon managerial problems will superoede others. At present
the work has been done in connection with other projeots,
In the years since 1921, when home demonstration
work began in Pima County, the Agent has done some work in
Home Management. Home accounts and budgets have been stress­
ed along with recommended schedules for home aotivities, labor­
saving devices and oonvenient kitchens.
Progress and Development
During the past year 26 women have been helped in
keeping home acoounts. Books for this purpose have been bought
at the ten-cent store, and the Bank of Amerioa in California
and the knrtuaL Life of New York have supplied account books
with very good headings and suggestions for the homemaker. The
above organizations also wrote very helpful letters and gave
some helps for enoouraging the women in account keeping. une
woman, l�s. Lay, testifies in her report, that keeping home
accounts has helped her more than any other one thing in
better buying as she has a written record of prices paid and
so has a basis for oomparison. Another said it helped her a
lot in finding if she had balanced her food budget as she could
quite easily oount the amount spent for the different food
groups in the diet and thus know if she allowed the correct
proportions as estimated.
Home budgeting of expenditures has been done accord­
ing to the plan recommended by the Agent, this going hand in
hand with account keeping and being another measure for stretoh­
ing the dollar which must serve so many purposes. �he 24 women
living by a budget report that they find it a great help in
outtlngthe unnecessary expenditures. As one woman said, nY[hen
the children understand that there is just so much money in a
oertain budget they are so much more willing to cooperate in
helping to make it stretch".
Dr. Eleanor Johnson, Head of the Department of Home
Economics at the University of Arizona, spoke to a group of
homemakers who met at the home of h�s. S. C. Lewis near Rillito.
She gave a very practical talk on the subject of account keep­
ing and budget making since there has been some interest in
this subject, perhaps aroused by the enthusiasm of one member,
��s. J. W. Hunts, who began keeping accounts when the H.D.A.
{irst came to this county. She gave her testimony at the gath­dome Demonstratiun Agent.
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ering and as she is very enthusiastio has been instrumental in
arousing the interest �mich resulted in the gathering.
During the past two years there has been a oounty-wide
interest in buying for the home and questions are asked in
regard to the most satisfaotory products and artioles. 'llhe
material sent out by the U. S. Department of Agrioulture has
been helpful to all.
Schedules for home aotivities have been worked out with
16 mothers but we are not yet satisfied with them although the
mothers report that some attention has helped a lot. �ne woman
said, IIEvery time I spend 15 minutes actually working on and
writing out a better round of home duties, 1 gain that much
time as 1 secure better cooperation from the members of my
family when they see all written down just how 1 spend every
mrnube "; One question quite often asked is, "Do you think
I am a weakling when 1 admit to my family that I can no longer
do everything and that since we cannot afford to employ help
I must ask them to help me "," Another mother asked, trj)o you
think it is too much to ask my high school daughters to help
me an hour a day?"
Four kitchens have been rearranged according to plans
given by the Agent. Small models of convenient articles have
been shown these include a folding, ironing board and table, a
sanitary, flour container, and iceless refrigerator. �he charts
put out by the Bureau of Home �conomics have been very helpful
in demonstrating the prorer refrigeration of food, larger
charts illustrating kitchen floor and furnishing arrangement
have been copied from the bulletin, uonvenient �itchens, and
have added interest to the project.
Home visits have been made to help members who are
trying to improve their kitchens as well as other rooms of the
home, all must be done with a small expenditure so it takes
careful planning.
. lvlrs. T. E. Jackson is building a xie« kit chen which she
hopes to use as a demonstration kitchen 'when completed which will
be acme mont h s in th'e future as she is building as she can afford
it, a little at a time.
Better 1.!ethods in the Home Laundry has been discussed,
the request coming from the women. 1 t was found to be a subject
with many possibilities for discussion which included sorting,
stain removal, how and why to soak clothes, preparation of hard
wat ez- by breaking solutions, making soap solutions, the correct
amount of soap to be used, whether to boil or not to boil,
the temperature of the riLsing water, value of using starch and
blUing, h�v to hang clothes on the line, the use of sunshine
and shade and the manner of folding and preparing for ironing.
Although at first it seemed a very common-place subjeot the
Hwomen... decided +that much. could be learned.ome Demonstra�lon Age�.
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Actual Results ubtained
Besides the 26 demonstrators who are keeping accounts
and making budgets, 98 wo�en have learned at least some one
thing about better methods of buying. iUJ.any reports come in
about the money saved in buying whole grain cereals direot from
the mill. Attention to brand, label and size of package is
another item where many have learnec to save. Forty-six women
have learned to save time through time schedules, labor saving
equipment and better methods.
Outlook for the Coming Year.
This seems to point toward much interest. �he subjects
already discussed will be checked for results and others will
be taken up. fhe general aim will be to raise the standard of
living in the rural hone.
Home Demonstration Agent.
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ROUE HYGIENE & CARE LJF THE SICK - Adult.
�: December to l:ay.
Place: Tucson, county-wide enrollment.
History of Projeot: \lo�k along this line was begun in
1923. �.ork was given at ]'t. Lowell-Davidson, rlillito-Marana,
and Flov/ing \-;ellS-.Amphitheatre. Courses consisting of sixteen
demonstration lectures were given in the three communities, two
being comb ined for each single group. �Jhe Agent organiz ed the
work, taught all work relating to food and nutrition, and help­
ed vlith other demonstrations in which she was assisted by .:..tiss
l.Iinnie (;. Benson of the Pima County Health Center. Twenty-three
women in the three groups received rted Cross certificates. The
same three groups completed the wo rk in First ";'id, l... iss Benson
and Tucson physicians assistinG with the project.
Pr0fEess and Development: Since we did very inten­sive work in ni project several years ago and all of our
rural groups took this work, as well as the course in First
Aid, Y/e have had few r-e que st s during the pre sent year. A feV!
from each community asked for the wor k , therefore, a county-
wide class was organized in December 1933, led by �lss Anna
Potter of the county Health Depa r-tmerrt , r he Agent spent some
time in organization of this project, visited the class and help­
ed with the publicity and nutrition.
Actual nesults ubtained: The 16 women enrolled com­
pleted the phase of work in which they were most interested.
�lour completed the entire course of 18 demonstration-lectures
and received the certificate given by the American r�ed Cross
to those fulfilling all requirements.
The project closed in april vlith a so c iaL afternoon.
AlthOUGh the enrollment was small it was decided that
the county-wt de class VIas worth Vlhile. As the meetings were
held in rue s on the e qufpmerit at the Southern i..ethodist Eospital
was used and this added much to the educational value of the
pro ject •
The four women who have completed all of the work c:iven
are making good Qemonstrators.
Changes & Outlook, �-;hile this is a very wor thwh LLe
project, there is I1ttle callfor a repetition of the course
since we have given the wor k during past ,�r�ars to a number of
the groups. 'ilhen sufficient interest is aroused a county-wide
project will again be orGanized.
Rome Demonstration Agent.
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JUNIOR IRO�£CTS
Garment :�king
Boys' Camp Club
Rome Health aLd �anitation
Baking
\ioodcraft
Time: �eptember to �eptember.
Urganization and History
of Junior Projects
This is the same as given in the 1932-Z3 report with
fevl change s ,
Irogress and Development
Our per cent age of comp Let t o ns as compar e d vii th the
enrollments still r-ema ins very good. .l,.Lembers are lost only
by removal from the county or community. Uur hand. wo rk has
made steady progress as have the cusiness Lleetings, the publi­
city, and music appreciation projects. Interest on the part
of parents and friends has also increased.
During the past year Vie had one leader who had been
trained in home �conomics. This is the first time we have had
a trained leader, the majority of the others have never even
had home practice in sewing. �his makes the work doubly hard.
Levertheless, our teacher-leaders are vvilling and they soon be­
come enthusiastic. ..e also have the advantage of having the
same leader from year to year in many of the schools. �he
fact that ve can meet durinS school time is another aid in a
county vnier e the members are so Y/idely scattered.
� large percentage of our club members are �exican
and Indian. .I. • .any of our members are not in a posit ion to pur­
chase material. �lthoU€h our requirements are as economical
as they can be made, yet the demonstrations do require some out­
lay.
All of the clubs were visited each month, some often­
er depending upon the need, extra help being given �hen nec­
essary. i�ch assistance is necessary in demonstrations on bet­
ter methods of finishing articles. lreparation of articles for
the County Achievement Day has also been a part of our pro­
gram. �abels Vlere again tYl'ed in the office as this method
of marking helps to make the exhibit more uniform in appear­
ance. help has also been given in the selection and prepara­
tion of program numbers for the County Achievement Day. It is
Pima County, state of Arizona.
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t he aim to se lect the se early in the year. :(he Agen t has
assisted the Club members in the recreation problems; has help­
ed them make plans for picnics and rarties, and has attend-
ed wheri possible. At Sahuarita O1:e of the mothers and the
leaders provided refreshments and the Glub had a very eood
time. �orae of the girls said it rras their ver�T first real
party. This is given as an eX8��le of what often occurs in
these isolated conmuni ties a s the 4-.d. Club is their only
means of recreation.
Durinc the lie;entls visits to the Clubs talks were fiven
about various eubjects beloncinG to 4-h Club work, as we endeav­
or to keep all four H's in the oinds of our members.
btories and reports are checked by the Agent and com­
ments made when the same TIill help the members •
.Actual hesults ubtained
Tvlenty-tviO clubs in ten c ommunft Le s were oarried vlith
one· hundred thirtY��Rre� members coopleting during the club
year.
Goals set' and reached Tlere:
All neraber-s completed wor-k as out lined in club 1it­
erature.
All clubs held local Achievement Day, and all ex-
hibited at the County Achievement Day.
All clubs completed one hundred percent.
All clubs joined in the 4-H publicity project. .
All clubs joined in the music appreciation project.
All clubs held recreational meetings and all gave
at least one entertainment for the co�munity.
Changes and uutlook
The outlook for the present club year is good. Gar­
ment �-aking Clubs in first, se o cnd , third, fourth, and fifth
yea.r projects Ylill be maintained in six of the c omnunf.t f e s
wher-e vlor� Vias done in previous years. It is expected that
one or tYro new units will be added, also two pro�ects in wood-
craft.
The same general method vlill be f o Ll.owe d as last
year, vie hope to have mor-e leaders I training me et t ngs ,
ACTIVITIES IN 'l4HICH ALL ULUBS iARTICIPATED
County Achievement Day
:the annual 4-}� Club .r:air and :probram Vias held at the
.Pima Uounty _lj'air e:;rounds april 21. �xhibi t s from all clubs
were sent to the County �te1:$i on uffice where they Vlere judged
Pima County, State of Arizona
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Junior .L'roj e c t s l continued J
by .l· ..iss L.ella .Jlake, state �re cial ist in tllothine; and 1-:ouse
Fur-nf sh Lnga , vrhc praised the v!or�� on the prot;ress that has
been made since she judged tv!O ye ar-s ago. .After becoming
acquainted vlith the leaders by Livin€: them a talk on how to
judGe articles, she ·realized that ste have a type of leader vho
is very earnest, but who has had little if any traininc in home
e c onont cs v.ork , u hos e who re2lize tha t vie have .md Ian , o.ipanish­
American, as well as ;'merican, boys ·and girls in our club work,
know that there are many pz-o b Le ras v.hi ch are hard to meet.
rhe vounty pr-o gra n included the sports events in
the morning vii th pro£ram numbers followine throughout the lunch
reriod and during par-t of the afternoon. 'llhe lunch was pre­
pared by a committee of leaders v.Lt h the E.D.,A. assisting, and
�as served at a cost of 5¢ per club oember with a charge of
lO� for parents and others, and a feYl sma Ll, contributions from
leaders. ..elive hundred servinGs rrer e prepared and by purchas-
'int:_; in quantities it was possible to make ends meet. The menu
TIas Spanish rice, oabbage and pineaIple salad, with peanut
butter sandvr Iche e , cup cakes and iced lemonade. .3ufficient
food was prerared so that 811 �i�:t have additional servings
and also a lunch for the homewar-d journey, as many of the
members have fifty and sixty miles to travel before their
homes are reached.
�his is a Lar-d day for the leaders but the club
members enj oy it Lmnen se ly. J.. 0 many of the m it is the biggest
day in t rie who Le year. uince the number in attendance has grown
so large it is very difficult to :prepare the luncn for the
entire tSTOUp. ....-any conferences w er e necessary an« much travel­
inb about �ucson in order to secure the best rates from whole­
salers. but vIe must add that all o r the dealers contacted wer-e
much interested in our 4�H members and were very generous in
helpinb to supply our needs for our bill of' fare so that our
money �ould go as far as possible.
For additional information about County Achievement
Day see the radio broadcast as given by Vail club me�bers which
is appended to this report.
sports and Games - �he sports event s v.rhi ch took place
in the morning from 10:00 to 11:30 o'clock, were under the direc­
tion of �"'r. Roland .dateman, teacher at J..antano School and lead­
er of the Pantano Boys 1 Camp Club, and l.:r. Rollin Burr, princi­
pal of the .runnys i.de School, aas Is t ed by ,i., ...r. II. li. Bak e r , State
Leader of �oys I and Girls' Club �.1·orkt and others. ·.... he winners
were as follows:
Girls' Ball 'ihrOVl (10-11 Year-s}, Amelia _'elix, Sahuarita.
Girls' Ball Chrow (12-13 lears), Francis J�duaga, Pantano.
Girls f Ball :::"hrow (14 & Over), Mary ]1. Foster, iantano.
Pima County, state of Arizona
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Boys' Ball Throw (10-11 Yrs.) Frank .oejarano, lantana.
bOYs' Ball �hrow (12-13 Yrs.) Frank �opez, �ahuarita •
.Doys' Ball Throvl (14 � liver) Cayetano /a sque s , a:Jahuari ta.
Relay hace: virls - �antano; Boys - .....mp Ir e ,
Girls' 40 Yard Dash llO-ll Yrs.) Velva Alexander, Amphi-
theatre.
Cir1s' 60 Yard Dash (12-13 Yrs.) Francis Anduaga, .rantano.
�irls' 75 Yard Dash t 14 & Over) Llary 1:'. Foster, }'antano.
Boys' 40 Yard JJash (10-11 Yrs.) Herald lennington, Pantano.
Boys' 60 Yard Dash (12-13 Yrs.) Alonzo .b.marillas, �pire.
Boys· 75 Yard �ash (14 � OVer) hupert vasquez, Sahuarita.
lublicity
This pro ject Vias carrie d on in the ten communities
wher-e club wo r-k was done, all ten j-ar t t o rpa tinge l.ote s prepar­
ed by the Agent were used for training members. The Arizona
Daily e.Jtar gave space in each we ek.-end edition for the ·notes,
made the members vre Lcome whenever they wished to visit the
plant to find out hovr a newspaper is made, and also acted as
judge of the publicity at the close of the year vmich assisted
us in making the award of places. �he press report follows:
(copy)
�� ARIZOnA JAILY STAR
a:)TATE conSOLIDATED IUBLISHn�G CO.
Tucson, Arizor:a
l:ay 21, 1SZ4
Lass ..L.I'valyn Bel.Lt ley,
Home Demonstration �bent
Pima County, Arizona
Dear ...iss Bent ley:-
�t your re�uest I have, for the second year, checked
the wor-k of the various 4-1-1 Clubs of the county as displayed
in their annual press books. It has been a pleasure to note
the real effort uhich the Oorrespondents have put into their
wor-k and the st eady advancement Clade by them in the manner in
which the material has been handled.
First place for the year is given to the club from
the SOPORI school for the ceneral excellence and merit display­
ed throughout the ye ar' vlhile the :LIJPIRE school is entitled to
second position. �'hird place is awar-de d to the �EF.2� IOINTS
school with full consideration given to the handicaps en€::ender­
ed by the small community and dearth of material.
Pima County, state of Arizona
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Sincerely yours, with congratulations to the clubs
for their really good work.
(Signed) J. F. Weadock
J. F. �leadock
City Edi tor.
Uur third year of 4-E Club publicity closed in uct­
ober, 1934, and durine that time we have supplied material from
the olub members each week-end yli thout a single omission.
The silver trophy cup v;as again awarded for the work
in publicity. The honors stei:« as follows: First, Sopori;
second, �mpire; third, Three loints. by their OTIn request
fantano was removed from the list so that their honors, those
of first place, might be used on their score for the best all­
round club.
Publicity books were rrepared by Amphitheatre, Bing­
hampton, �mpire, lantana, Sopor!, Sahuarita, Sunnyside, Tanque
Verde, Three �oints and Vail. �hese press books contained the
clippings of all publications of the olub correctly dated and
marked as to source. Kodak pictures and work of members were
used to illustrate the books. Artistic covers were made and
all books contained the history of the club work for the year,
as well as some of the news of other communities. �he work
has been very popular with parents, friends and members.
Follovdng 1s the score card used for the publicity:
LEAD: .u.ip ling I s For-mu.I a (\'lhat, Hhere,
\ihen, Why and .-;ho.) -- ..,----------------- 4�
GOOD �NGLISH - Clear, complete and natural -�- 25%
REGULARITY AND NEATl'�S3 uF COpy -------------- 151�
PRESS BOOK ----------------------------------- 20%
TOTAL SCORE ----------------------------------lO�
Pictures of press books, winners and copies of
publicity follow this projeot.
Music Appreciation
This project was carried by all clubs. ':"�otes written
by the .Agent, which she compiled from vari ous sources, wer-e
used as an aid to appreciation of the selections. �he bio­
graphy of the composer was used as an additional aid in better
understanding and appreciation. The Agent supplied the records
.
which were used for the selections for first, second and third
years, and for the fourth year we used the song practice re-
H.D.A.
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oords as arranced by �rofessor lullerton of the Iowa 5tate
Teachers 1 College, and put out by the Viotor Company. II: he
portable Viotrola given by the Saturday l:orning Lrusical Club
vza a soheduled along vii th the different sets of records.
r�eliminari contests were held in each community and
the \linners ccrap e t e d for oounty honors. '.Lhe County Contest,
wh Lch has previously been held on the county ..Ll.chievement lJay,
vras held .:;aturday Morning, .Ar1ril 14, at the ·.... emp l,e of Lus1c
and Art. After the contest �ucson juniors in music and dram­
atics put on a program and volunteer numbers viexe given by club
members. '..L.'h1s Glade a very enjoyable morning.
Y/inners in the County .uis Lc Appreciat ion Contest
Vlere:
First Year - Cayentano tasq_uez, Jahuari ta; :.:ildred
Glenn, 'I'hree I'oints; Dorothy Rockwood, Am:phitheatre; and Alice
l.lae Oe tzvrf Ll.e r-, �antano; all tied for first p La e e ,
Seoond Year - .Lorene
-
.. ar d , .I..antano; and lla Branon,
�ahuarita; tied for first plaoe.
�hird Year - Lilly Loje z , ounnys Ld e ; and l.:ary Frances
Fcs ter , Lant ano ; tied for first :place.
.
Leaders' Conferences
Five leaders' trainin� @eetings were held covering
different phases of our projects. �iss Zella Blake, state
Speoialist in Clothing and House }Urnishings, gave the leaders
some very helpful information in regard to judging. �he help­
ed th em to see the correct vlay of making the different articles
and gave suegestions as to tra1ninb the eirls to judge their
own work , \,'e are trying to have each olub train its me mbers
so that they may be capable judges of the articles �de.
At other meetings training was given in publicity and
music appreciation projeots, as v:ell as in the matter of report
ke sp fng , record mak Lng , story writing and hand wor-k projects
in general. ,.t!lans for the County' 11.chievement Day in April were
also made at leaders' meetings, there beine_: many details to work
out for all of the activities.
Recreation
Each club enjoyed at least one picniC, and either a
hike or svrfm, and also Gd-ve at least one program to wh tch par­
ents and friends were invited. A number of the clubs ;ave sev­
eral programs. t�.henever prot,;rams wer-e given 4-H Club vlOrk was
stressed by the members, the leader, and the lI.D.A. i1' it ViaS
possible for the latter to be present.
H.D.A.
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A Christmas prograM �as sponsored by each club. Christmas
gift suu;estions vtet:e e:,-iven to all the juniors v.h o vlere quite
enthusiastic and did some v e r; (ood wo rk , exer-o t s in.: the "H"
wh Lch stands for "Heart" in making vhr Ls t ma s more cheerful for
some of the need;r in their .ri.dst , .:Llans for a better Christmas
bift season next year have already been made in a nuraber of the
clubs, as it is found that beginninb early is the secret of
success.
Local Achievements
Local achievement s ver e he ld in each of the commun­
ities �here club work was done. lhe l-.D.A. attended the events
and presented the pins in all COtlcunities except 0unnyside.
':lhe events vie re attended by parents and friends who wer-e quite
enthusiastic about the work exhibited of the prujects carried
by the club �embers durinb the Dast year.
Local Achievement Da�-s uere held in conjunction with
closing of school exercises in all communities v/ith the excep­
tion of two TIhere they were held alonG With ball games in compe­
tition with other schools.
At these affairs it wa s the aim to have as large an
audience as possible in order that they mi[ht learn about 4-H
Club wo rk ,
County .hwards
County awards are ua de after the wor-k of each club
has been f-;raded, reports and stories scored, and Ceneral wor-k
of the club considered. S:he �::tension ;;taff, as ":.'e11 as other
friends of club Vlork have assisted in the judcing. �he best
all-round club in the county VIas judijed according to the fol­
lovling score card:
'�lorkmanship --------------------------------- 50;0
Interest and Activity of vlub �\:em-bers:
PulJlici ty ----------------.---------------- lO��
IIIus Lo .b.:ppreciati on ------------ ----------- 107;
l�!eetings and irob--rams -------------------- l07�
Influence on Community ---------------------- lOJ�
Difficulties of �eadership ------------------ l�o
:.2ota1 �core --------------------------------- 100]·;;
Pantano vron first place, with �ahuarita ex:d Vail a
tie for second, and Sopor1 third.
R.D.A.
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The Cirls winning the highest points for the general
all-round best home economics girl in the county are as follows:
Mary Louise �chols, Pantano 87- points 1st
Mary Frances Foster, " 84 n 2nd
1!ary Be jarano, n 83 n 3rd.
Luoy 1.ray �ch 0 1s , n 80 If 4th
..ti:melia Curtis, uahuari ta 68 tt 5th
:Frances .,atkins, uunnyside 65 " 6th
Maria �liGueroa, I[ail 62 JT 7th
HEALTH CHA1.rPIONS - County Contest
In the preliminary contest for the annual �tate 4-H
Club ,.eek Health contest the .l.ima �ounty r.eal.t h .Je:partment
assisted in soaring the club members. �he winners in health
clubs vrer-e : :-days - Lenne th Hill, first; Charles }_ill, second;
Girls - Bess Le � ...ort imer, first; and J...Ivalyn Barkley, second.
All of these member-s Vlere from the ran que Verde Club, this
beine; the only Health Glub in the county.
kembers scoring hibhest in other clubs were: Uary
Frances ,Closter, fror.l Lantana, for birls; 11�'alter ...'hur-ber , from
�mp1re, for boys.
state Contest - In tile utate Contest for Eea l.th Club
members, scored by �ucson physicians, dentists, etc., kenneth
IIill won first place VIi th a score of 97.7 points.
Among the contestants not belonGing to Health Clubs
I.Iary ..t:'rC.nces 'c"oster, of lantana, wen ae o onc place for girls Vii th
a score of 97.7, and .alter _hurber, of �mpire, uon second
place for boys vith a score of 96.6.
Help (jiven by .:Jtate �necialists
l�. �. R. Baker, �tate �oys' and Girls'. Club SDecial­
ist, aSSisted in the work for County Club Day and transported
the members to lhoeni::x: for the 1:ay and November broadcasts.
He also gave assistance in jude-inS the work of the .Boys' Camp
Clubs.
Uiss zella Blake, state Clothing Specialist, along
with the assistance of the office force and the R.D.A., judged
the wor-k of the Garment mak Lnr; clubs which reg_uired two days.
3he talked to the leaders on ways in wh Le h they miEht improve
their wor-k and bave them some iz:structions in ree;ard to teach­
ing the b"irls how to judge. .At the County Achievement lJay l.iiss
Blake explained her placings and commented upon the wor-k giving
the Girls enc ouragement and also pointing out 'ways in wh tc h
they might improve.
H.D.A.
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State Club l�Ieet
The �tate Club II,reet, vrtich was held in June at the
l:niversi ty of Arizona, Tucson, was a very satisfactory one. As
is a lways the case; the E.D.A., who resides in the place where
the l...eet is held, found many extra duties t but whe re the Heet
is so successful it is all a pleasure. �ima County had repre­
sentatives from Sopori, Pantano, Vail, Sunnyside, Amphitheatre,
Tanq_ue Verde, 0ahuarita, Three ::foints and Empire, which included
22 members, 6 leaders and 1 Acent. Binghampton sent two pro­
spective leaders and after v.i s Lt fng Club 'vieek were so enthu­
siastic they decided to have a sucrmer club.
The playlet Given by �antano the night of the Dress
Revue won very favorable comment End the program number given
by Sopori at the banquet also von ouch praise. . e feel that
the 1934 Club ',:eek wa s the best one he Ld thus far.
HilF..ES310nS uF THE STJ.TE r�EET
by
Thelma Kinsley, �ember
So:pori i;lilline .. orkers
"To make the best better" is our 4-H Club motto and
vie think we have lived up to it .......veryone said they thought
this wa s the best ..jtate I.Ieet ye t , ..e enjoyed everything for
we had socething interestinc to do every minute �e were there.
One member said on �.�onday evenine:, Urhey certainl�T don't intend
to let us starve". another said, "I think they are tryin6 to
make me look like a pie ce of overstuffed furni ture rt • The food
was just that bood at every meal!
After the meeting on :.. onday afternoon VIe v:ent sv/imming-­
and was that fun! Then vie enjoyed games and a good talk on the
three ll!s at the Vesper �ervice on the Girls' Athletic �ield.
The three R's �ere: Eesponsibility, lleserve and Keverence. �e
then vze nt to bed early and slept very well because everything
vias so qUiet.
.
Tuesday morning and a good dip in the pool -- just
the thing to start the day right. After breakfast TIe went to
the Auditoriur.J. where VIe sang songs and wer-e greeted by .w.r. Ross,
the Director of .uXtensi on �ervice. .ie learned to sing a new song,
which is very pretty. It is the �ational 4-H Girls' 30ne, and
the name of it is "DreamingTl• l�ext year vie vlill knew it better.
Lex t VIe went to a chemistry lecture by lir. Roberts. :.e told us
and demonstrated to us about oxygen, nitrogen, hydroEen and car­
bon dioxide. He showed us how the Brooklyn 3ridge v:ould burn and
everything else, too, if there was no nitrogen in the air. Ee
sent us off with a big bang made by putting nitrogen into a jar.
He shcwe d us some chemistry magic, t o c, by changing s one colored
liquids int 0 other colors. Then we saw the demonstrati on teams.
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�,[e 'would not like to have the job of judging them because they
were all eood. �he judges liked to ask questions and see if
the demonstrators knew everything about what they vies:« dem­
onstrating. A little boy, v/ho demonstrated about testine milk
for butter-fat, answered every question. ihey couldn't catch
hirl on anything.
After the demonstrations vIe had a free t-erLod , i.e
had time to press our dresses for the Style Revue� £0 shopping and
do anything vie wanted to do. ...�fter another Cood swf.m and supper
we went to t he Dress i.evue , �ll the girls looked very n to e
in their dresses and costumes vrh fch they had made themselves.
Ue liked the little program the�r had too. .wach county had some
little skit, stunt or playlet. .:e next went to the LJbservatory
to see the stars and planets. It �as fun climbing stairs and
more stairs anQ finally cettinc to the top and looking throush
the telescope. �hen it was time for the party. :his was only
for the leaders, agent s and senior me mbers. II e did not bO to
the party, but vie had fun anyway , All the junior members stay-
ed on the third floor and played cames until it vias time to go to
bed.
\�ednesday rno rnf.n/, started wi th a dip in the pool.
The wat er was varrn al th our-h vie tad thOUf:ht it would be cold.
After breakfast vIe' started on a t our of the Ln Iv ersi ty Campus.
The first clump of trees, vrhich J:rof. �hornber called
our attention to, was the Italian upruce. �hey put tGese trees
at the corners of drivevlays because they are not only beauti­
ful, but they do not obstruct the vt ew for drivers. 4hey grovl
in a tall stately column, someti�es a hundred feet high. This
was Caesar's favorite tree. Some of the other trees, which he
told us about, 'Here the Chinese mulberry, the true Cedar, call­
ed the Deodar Cedar, which means God Uedar, the cypress, which
was used in Kin� 301omon1s Temple, and the �entucky Coffee tree
(this tree is over 33 years old and is a slow-groYling tree J. ',:e
then moved on to the ......emorial �·ountain. This \7aS built in
honor of the soldiers by .J.••r • .tl.lex :oerger. It has beautiful
purple waterlilies and a water plant called larrot Feathers.
S:he next tree po m te d out vias the weeping mulberry. ":his is a
mulberry £rafted vlith a weeping v!illov" tree. 4he result is
a very fantastic tree, just for variety. :"he .. ash tnr-t on I a.Lm ,
named after i.e or'ge .. ashington, is a native of �outhern California.
iJ..'he .t-...rizona .:Jpruce is a rapidly €;roYling tree and it grovls in
the foothills of �rizona. �he Lriental Arvavitae _ipospora is
native to China, Japan and Asia. �he Chinese .. indmill lalm
often grov!s to great heit;hts. it is called 'dindmill because its
leaves turn like a v.Lndmf.Ll, , ="he Australian l3eefrJOod, so nam-
ed because the wo o d is blood red, is used for making furniture.
It is some t rne s called the Australian l-ine. 'l.he Ariz ona Ash
trees are a shade tree. ':hey were left on the campus £rounds
to represent the past and the beginning of the university.
�hese were locateu on the site before there was a Lniversity.
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Another var i e ty of ltalian cyj-r e ss tree, which is a timber tree,
Lrons to even a e:reater size tr... an the u o Lumn italian Cypress.
The Canar-y Ls Larid .Jate lal:n, v.h t c h is found on the campus, is
30 ��ears old. and its fruit is edible. �'he loJouthern ��agnolia does
not [-TOv! '\I:e11 in ;';;;outhern Arizona. «he n it grov:s in a colder
climate it has enor-mous flov:ers, six inches across. �he uhme se
'�chur:'1as is very hardy and Cro'ws a Lnos t any place. It is some­
times called tIle 0hinese tree of r.eaven , �he deeping Arborvi tea
is a s l.ov GTovlinc tree. 1. t is very beaut Lr'u.l., _he iLmer ican
�lo trees a�e 20 to 25 years old and are very hardy. �t.
Johns has the larGest elm. tree in the Io.Jtate. .te vhinese �lm
is very fast tZro\·linC • rhe �lue ,i'alm is s Low brov:in�. .che
cJaDanese Oleaster has pretty lavender b Loe s ocs anc is native
to l·alestine. It is sometimes called .. .onks lerrer and Abra­
ham' s Tree. �L.e ::.Jlue cJuniper has berries on it to di s t Ln.uf sh
it. �he ulive trees Live the I lack olives which we like to eat.
1'he oa go ralm represents the L10st ancien t plant in Ariz ona ,
Thousands and thousands of years �£o this plant �'re¥l allover
the plains .01' ...·;.ri� ona ,
'�,e vrent on to the lily pend on the west side of the
j:resident's hcne , lt had beautiful: exican wa t e r lilies. S:hey
like to [reVl in the vrar-m vra t er s , :he r>ond is built vri t.h b Lac k
stones and is ver:'" ne tur'a Lc Lo o k Ln ; , In the porid and fountain
in fr()nt of the .J..resident' s hone is a very beaut iful lily. It
is called hardy trorical hybrid lily and it is like a very large
jonquil. .che leaves are ten Lric i.e s in diameter. This ended a
very enjoyable tour. Ue wou l d lil::ed to have had another hour
to ep erid in the Cactus Garden aud Aviary.
Vie also visited the .1 ir..es and ,e;nGineerinc .6uilding.
It vra s v er; interestin.:..;. .je say: the biggest diamond in the
wor-Ld and a horse \:i th four toe s; retrifie d v. o oc , so me me te 01'­
t t e s ana. many other I r.t e r-e at fn.: I_.etals arid stones. I.e also saVI
a huge Cold nuL€et.
-,Ie then went to a movint picture show , lie liked the
one about the AI'izona 4-H Club in action best. �t.e remainder
of our girls came in at this t f me , II e were [la d they vrere able
to come fOI' this day. After t:.inner vte . formed a big "AU and a
4-H and pictures v.ere taken of us. �hen vIe went. to the Museum,
wher-e there v.ere all kinds of thine;s to see. '1' e savi stuffed
animals of various kinds, among them a buffalo and a huge turtle •
. Ie also ees: Indian baskets and :pottery of all sorts and de ac r tj»­
t t cn , \;e next drove out to the San Xavier ::ission. :he Father
in charge told us the history of the .i.u.ission and it VIas very
interesting. lie came back, took a last sw Im and. dressed for
the banquet. �he banquet VJas very nice and differer:t clubs
gave yells during tte meal. After everyone had finished, they
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Made a staGe out of some of tte tables and each coun�y gave a
short pr o�Tam. 'lhe ri b bons for tLe vrinners of the demonstra­
tion teams, judging contests an� dress revue were given out.
At the end everyone sane; "Taps n •
'.Je returned home ver�- harpy that we tad been able
"to attend, VTe hcp e we may come arain next year.
4-H Radio �roadcasts
�.�embers ver-e urged to listen in and to discuss the
ideas cleaned fror.l the 4-II wor-k of other states. lhese pro grams
ver e also commented upon in the \"leekly newspaper- publicity
written by members.
�lle Vail and the lantano vlubs each partic Lpat e d in
the conthly state radio bro2�casts. �he Vail Villagers 4-H
Club had char-ge o r the .:.itate broadcast over i ..TAR, lhoenix,
l:a.y 3, and the .L'antano utitch-In-Time broadcasted ueptember 13.
�he organization of material sLd Ireparation of me�bers is a
part of the Agent's vork, the leaders cooperating.
At the .Annual 1:at1onal 4-H Club Broadcast, Saturday,
110vet:lber 3, over �TAR at �hoenix, lima County was represented
by l,�y Louise Lchols and Lary :3ejarano from the ];::antano Stitch­
In-Time, t.he fomer beine the County Champion in Eorne Economics
projects. j:ary Bejarano told some of the benefits derived
from the 4-11 Club publicity project. Lary Bejarano has been
the county chacpion in this project for the past three years
as she has sent her notes each v:eek, never once fai ling, for
publication in the Arizuna Daily Star week-end edition. Dur­
inG Christmas vacation and all during the summer recess lulary
has a Iwaya been on time. : 'ur the rmore she bel ieves the wor-k
is of vital 1mI'lortance to her club and to all club members.
uririnal }'laylet Given by 4-H Club 1.Iembers
A skit written by the lantano leader and 4-R members
follo,,:ing e n outline [,iven by the E.D.A., was given to the
.:>tate _c'ederation of .. omen's Clubs at Tucson, April 5. �he play­
let was Civen by r-e cue at of the state Chairman of illerican
Home, Liss Frances L. Brown, vrh o had heard the €_'irls eive their
skit at the vounty �chievement �ay program. The work of the
eirls won considerable praise from the Club women. A copy of
the playlet, lI4-H Club l.:emories", is appended to this report.
Bv r e que s t this playlet was again given on Dress Revue
ni Ght during the ;jta te 4-Ii \J lub l:e et, Vai 1 members ass isting the
a ant an c Club.
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Swnmer Clubs
A Baking Club vias organized at Sunnyside as the
girls want e d something to do during the summer. LIrs. E. o.
Uatkins, mother of one of the girls, led the club. The girls
enjoyed the work and learned much wh Lo h was useful at home, the
mothers and fathers being especially proud of 4-H Club cooking.
Tv.ro lone club members, r:ary Louise and Lucy May
Echols, did the Vlork under the leadership of their mother and
the Agent. The latter doinb her part largely by correspond­
enoe and office visits.
Another Lone club member, II:arjorie Green, did the
second year garment making Vlork in a very creditable manner.
At Binghampton the girls' Garment Kak1ng Club was
organized which was a very well conducted club. Lhe girls were
old enough to do good work. Liss r:ary Rokahr, Extension Ec­
onomist, Home l:a.nagement, and �iss Fr-ano e s L. Brown, state
Home Demonstration Agent, visited the club in July. The fol­
lowing extract from 1.:iss Rokahr I s letter expresses her ap­
preCiation of the work:
(copy of letter)
UNITED STATES DEPARTl,D� uF AGRICULTURE
Extension Service
\"lashington, D. C.
:B:x:tension �iork in Home l,�agement
Extension Service and
Bureau of Home Economics Cooperating
September 17, 1934
Miss Evalyn .ci.. Bentley,
Home Demonstration Agent,
227 V. Congress St.,
Tucson, Arizona.
Dear lliss Bentley:
I
Please express to members of the Binghamton 4-H Club
my appreciation of their kindness to me when 1 visited them
recently. 1 was delighted with the businesslike manner in
which the 4-H Club girls handled tneir me e tLng , �he girls dem­
onstrated Vlell that they were learning much through their club
work, and that wor-k and pleasure go hand in hand. You are to
be oongTatulated on the fine local leaders who were in atten­
dance at the meeting, and their evident interest in the 4-H
Club program.
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1 am sorry that I Y!aS unable to spend more time in
your county, but e;lad indeed tha t I had an oppo rt un Ity to be
vii th you Lon., encu+h to observe one example of the fine wo rk
you are dOine,;.
lours ver� truly,
l 5 igne d) l.rary rokahr
l:a!'y 1i.okahr,
atension �conol.1ist,
1:0(1).e :.:anagement.
General Club Notes
PAIJT1-JTO - First place as best all-round Club in
County. Both the Garment I.akin€" and Camp Clubs did excellent
work e.Lt hough --rs. Bateman had the four full years in garment
making wh ro h made t r,e wor-k dif::icult for her. EO'iTlever, she has
some outstandinc e..'irls and all of them know how to v.or-k , lan­
tano had tV10 older ��irls, 19 ar..d 21 years of age, vzh o have
completed the v.o r-k in the eit_hth crade but who joined the club
arid were very enthusiastic surrorters.
SAHUARITA - Tied vIi th Vail for second p La c e , >.Jahuar­
ita did just passing work up to the time when ....r s , Jarah Itz-
we ire took charge after wh io h the sirls made a nar-ke d improve­
ment. .i hLs is the first time we have had a leader wh o had been
prevLous Ly trained in home e c onomf c s , l,.rS. Itzwe ire YIa s a f;reat
help and a source of satisfaction in the wor-k, It showed. us
What a trained per s on can do \"'lith the � . .exd c an girls. During
the past years all of the v.ork at .:iahuari ta has been very poor,
of barely paaaf.ng grade, while t h I s year they cane up to sec and
place when the clubs stexe scored. oahuar-I ta had tae distinc­
tion of having �70 boys in tte garment making club and both
did very bood vroz-k , As they sat d in their stories, they wanted
to join in order to ShOVI that boys could sew, and tl:ey also
felt that they wer-e goinE; to ne e d to use the know l.e dre they had
gained.
VAIL - Tied with �ahuarita for second place. This
club did very good work , The tSirls are not quite so energetio
as those at rant an o , wh ich perhaps account s for the fact that
they have not won first place.
SOPORI - Third place. ihis club, with seven girls,
was a very pleasant one. �'he wor-k Vias very even in quality
just as the girls wer-e quite the same in age and talent. 'rhe
Vlork was satisfactory in every way, the leader trying her best
to learn along with the girls. �he had had no previous train­
inG in sewing and is learning from the outline.
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�i�HITHEATRE - Amphitheatre had good material as the
girls were all American and capable of' doing good work, but we
tried the experiment of having three leaders since the group
was rather large to begin with, and the plan was not success­
ful. However, !w.I's. l!.;thel Kitt, one of the leaders, brought
them through during the last few weeks when they made a very
good showing.'
.
.
EMPIRE - The camp (;lub boys did very good work, but
the girls did nothing outstanding. !f�rs. Downs VIas out of school
at two different periods for a few weeks and this made it very
difficult for the club to carry on. �wo girls who were not in
sohool joined the club and did the work with credit.
SUIInYSIDE - This olub, like Amphitheatre, had mostly
girls of American parentage and had a good chance, so far as
members is concerned, to make a good record. H�leVert they did
not excel in anything. .l.first year members were dropped beoause
the leader, J...o.rs. laVaun Hogers, felt that .three clubs were too
much work. �herefore, only the eight girls in the second and
third year completed.
TANQUE VERDE - The �anque Ve�de health Club did very
good work for a health olub, but all feel that the health olub
does not have the same means of competition as found in the
subjeot matter of the other clubs.
THREE POINTS - Perhaps this olub had more handicaps
than any other as they had American, r...extcan and ?apago Lndf an
girls, some of the latter were past l8 years of age, only in
the first or second grade and were wild lndians indeed as' they
had never been any place in particular. Graded on the scale
of aohievement they perhaps should receive first place in club
work as they have covered a large portion in the scale of ad�
vancement since ·they began, about zero. rf it is possible for
them to continue club work we feel they will make a very good
record.
Reports and Stories
Reports and stories always tell us much in regard '. (.
to the work that has been done. t[e have tried to help the
members by sending a questionnaire along vdth stories which have
been written by members in past years giving some su[gest1ons
as to what shall be included in the story. Representative club
stories have been selected to append to this report. From
reports and stories we make a few brief quotations:
"Club work has taught ne to help as much as 1 can both
in my club and at home".
fir like the club because it helped me a lot and iny
mother is very thankful that 1 am learning to sew",
H.D.A
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nl��y rao th er was so [lad to have we learn to do t:ly own
laundry') •
til helped mother darn ana :patch. ioJhe thinks it is fine
that J. am Le ar'nLn.: to sew "; (TL.e mother confessed that she had
never learned to darn 0I' ratch or sew and had learned it all
alone VIi th her Cir ls) •
}?rom the secretary's 1:Jook the foll(min€_ club activ­
ities "Jere reported by one club wh I ch is sotnewhat typical of
the others:
"Our club eave a r_a110'.,'e l en party for the community
and a '.lhanksgiving program. te learned to cook beans on a
camp fire. OJ'e pr epar-ed a Christmas pro[ram and made gifts for
the members of our families \lho attended. de went on hikes
to gather plants for our school cactus garden and took our
lunch a.Lonj. , ..e v.rot e our own j Lay Le t for Achieverr:ent Day and
{;ave it.
"
.. e helped to make decorations and c o s t ume s for our
school rrocrarls. .e helped "\lith t l.e mendinc at hone".
H.D.A.
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J:'ima
�,'[H.AT l1Y 4-H CLUB lIAS l.:EANT TO 1!E
by
County Home Economics Champion for 1934
Mary Louise Echols
lantano stitch-ln-Time
One day, in the summer of 1931, my sister and 1 went
to see a friend of mine, Eary }'rances J?oster. che to ok us into
her room to play. AS I was looking at the dresser, what do
you think 1 saw? Tvlo pictures, both c cn sf at fng of a group
of children who attended the 4-E hound-up June 1930. une
formed a large 4-H, the other formed a Capital A. I had read
just enough about 4-h Clubs to be interested. 1 was surpris­
ed upon seeing these pictures, but more so whe� my friend said,
tTr be Long "; ..l learned that there was a Garment .L_aking Club at
�antano. J;.J.Y sister and 1 joined the club when it vias reorgan­
ized. Hy! han 'we can look back and be thankful for that dayts
visit.
The first thing 1 learned in Clothing Construction
vias the hemming ati tch , 'llhis has helped me wi th every dress
I've made and in many other thin£s. 1 next made my club apron
and cap. 1 learned through this to master the sewing machine,
aew on bias binding, and applique. By this time I wa s r-e a dy
for simple patterns such as for a sleeveless dress and slip.
ln my second year, 1 made a pair of pillow slips. 1 designed
my own embro idery pattern, and hsn d-hemat itched them. I was
awarded second state prize. As we live fourteen miles from
a village, I have abundant leisure time. During the summer
months after entering 4-H Club, f!lY sister and 1 made a sun­
bonnet girl quilt. '.fe were awarded second Jtate rrize the
following fall. In my third year 1 learned several different
finishing seams, to put sleeves in dresses, and sew on hooks and
eyes correctly. �he next summer 1 made a patchwork quilt.
1 have served on the �arment Judging teams twice at
the 4-n Rally at the University of Arizona. �he first time,
be Lng only twe Lve , I judged with the younger group. 1 won
second �tate prize as an individual. �he next time, when I
was thirteen, 1 competed with the older group in order that we
miLht have two "j"jima l)ounty teams. De ap i te the age limi t of
15-20, 1 won first place. 1hese exreriences and TIhat l've
learned from dress revues, have made me more critical of my
own dress.
It is very essential for a. girl to keep her clothing
in repair as well as to construct it. An important art I learn­
ed is darning. �his was a great help to my family, as my
mother hadn't learned to darn. 1 also learned to j a t eh , 1
can now keep my clothes in repair. 1 did my own laundry
for six vre eks , :J.'his experience tall€ht me many things.
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After three years of .arment .L, ..aking, the Home Dem­
onstration Agent made it possible for me to become a lone
member of the Baki.nt; Club. �his pleased my fa.mily. 1:y fath­
er was especially fond of corn bread. The other breads I've
learned to make are: muffins 2nd variations, baking powder
biscuits, drop biscuits, ann pancakes.
4-H Clubs Give an insib"ht to beautiful things in
life also. Lusic .h.ppreciation V!3S introduced in Lima County
Ulubs three ye ar s ago. 'llhe first ��ear 1 joined the :r'isher
.I._usie vompany offered a pr-Lz e for the hiCh-seorinc member
in the county. 1 wen the prize, which VIaS a v ietrola, for
ny e Lub , 'LlIe second year I acain ranked first and received
a 1"i bb on awar-d as no l1rizes wer-e Civen.
S,_lhe r.ev.ej-aper-s of _ ucson becan a c e ej.t Ln.: riew s from
4-�I \]lubs. J..his C;3,ve us a che n c e to do SOrlle reportint;. 1
not onl:) wro t e of c c.nmun ity Lappenfnss , but co mp o s e d poems
and articles. �his helped De in cy spellinG and Lnelish
at school •
.d.fter two years of L.oldini:; t I.e office of l:reSident,
I am able to shoulder the resronsibilities of �resioent of
L1�r class in l ...iGh r.Jchool. 1 v.a s a Ls o uong Leaner for my club.
1. noV! coreDose sones and teach them to my classmates.
I have at t end e d tV/O t.)tate 4-H Rouna-up s , and there
I have learned to ma�e friends. �s a club, we have given
many parties and plays. �L'his t.;ave me prao t ice in speak tng
before the public. 1 have this fall taken rart in a radio
!,ro£ram, havLn-, Dade a speech in the interest of 4-H Clubs.
I believe it is the ultimate aim of almost every
girl to b e c otie a honemak er , In my op Lnf on , 4-H Clubs give
the training necessary to be a successful one. I tave tried
to tell you what my 4-II Club has meant to me, but I feel that
I shall arpreciate it even more in years to come.
R.D.A.
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By 1:ARY NICOLAS BEJA.uJJ!O, Age 16.
4th Year.-Pantano stitch-In-Time.
4-H Club gives us ,�l good opportunity to make new friends,meet
old ones, earn,save, win prizes, take interesting trips to Washington,
Chicago, Springfield, l:assachusetts; Portland, Ore., Kansas City or
any city or other c enter where there's a Fair.
Another project that 4-H Club teaches us is to learn to enjoy
nature books, art, music, good health, prepare for success and a happy
life full of good and worth while things.
All these things represent a four leaf clover with the letter
H on each leaflet, meaning four square development of Head, Heart, Hand
and Health.
In my 4th year club work I have used the 4-H club emblem
which helped me to improve my work.
The projects I made for the 4th year were as follows: A shirt,
simple cotton dress, a set-in hand patch, one button hole and a lunch
cloth for my household articles. The1 were taken to the exhibit in
Tucson at the Pima County Fair Grounds. I got local and county prizes
on some of them.
The next project is music appreciation, where you have to learn
the title, composer and nationality of all the s elections. In the 4th
year music appreciation Berceuse (from the opera of Joclyn) by the French
composer Godard, ': as the one I liked best.
The next project is Pullicity. I have been a reporter for 4
years and I consider it can be the nost important office of our Club,
for good stories well told in the local press increase the interest
and pride of Club members and sell the community on Club work.
Reporter is one of the offices I have liked so well since I
entered the Club. Besides Club uork, 4-H Club is teaching me how to
preside well, to speak well in public, to win without bragging and lose
without squealing, to be of a as i.stance to others who may need help in
their Club Projects, to learn to appreciate the best in Dusic, art, and
literature, to complete my project and learn to do my wcrk neatly in
order to mrn an Achievement Pin.
I have three Achieve�ent Pins which I like very much and I am
very pleased and proud of them. I hope to get one this year for my 4th
year wor-k,
4-H Club also teaches me to render service whenever there is
an opportunity.
At the Pima County Fair, where the exhibit took place, I helped
to serve the food for the people. I also helped to make the sandwiches.
4-H Club is surely helpful to any school child, but some of
us members feel lazy and do not realize how much 4-H Club means.
H.D.A.
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4-H CLUl1 STC:lY.
By GERTHUDE B:�J�JtANO
I am a fourth year nember. when I had finished my first and
second years I had graduated from the 8th grade and had quit school and
4-H work. I don't know what made me quit. "�ell, maybe I wanted to
rest. So that year I didn't do anything.
One d ay I -:.. as thinking I uould make a shirt. Right away it
made me think I really ne eded to join the fourth year wor'k to learn how
to make a shirt. So I joined.
Now I am sure I won't have any t roubl e making another for the
one I made in my fourth year 4-H Club won first club and first county
prizes.
I surely enjoyed the fourth year and not only the shirt but for
the set-in patch and button-hole for I had never made any of those
articles before.
What I thought was most ir.teresting for me to make were the
shirts, dresses and quilts. Though I never had made a quilt, I surely
think it is lots of fun to work with a quilt. They are only made of
scraps and it surely saves a lot, besides they look pretty.
l�Y 4-H CLt;B STORY
I became interested in; 4.-H ClUb work on the very first day I
heard of it. Not for the plays and g�es but for the work and what it
does for the members. The 4-Hs stand for Head, Heart, Hand, and Health.
All of these are very important and that is what we want.
We decided to meet every Thursday and regularly. On the first
meeting we did not do anything but plan what to do.
On the second meeting, we elected the following officers:;
Virginia Hall, president; Hortense Soto, Vice President; �ary Louise
Soto, Secretary; Hortense Soto, reporter; Eleanor Soto, Song Leader;
Mildred Glenn, Game Leader; Natalia Ochoa, Yell Leader; l:as. E.M.Townsend,
Club Leader.
On Dec. 22, 1933 Hortense and 1!ary Louise Soto moved to Tucson
so we had to elect another Vice President and reporter and secretary.
Eleanor Soto was made secretary, Virginia Hall, reporter and Cildred
Glenn, Vice President.
We voted for the name of our Club as '·Three Point Needle Craft."
We took that name because the majority thought it suitable.
Our ll.!others and neighbors encouraged all of us in our work will-
ingly.
For Christmas the Altar �oman's Club gave us a pair of beads
each.
The things I like best in 4-H Club work is the training I get.
I had never become interested in sewing until now. I hope that I can be
in the 4-H Club as long �s it lasts. Everyone can improve in their work,
also help the Club by having all work in on time.
In the musical contest, Mildred Glenn, and I tied, but the next
day I was five minutes late to take the test over again, so �ildred Glenn
went ahead and entered.
Virginia Hall.
Pima County, state of ArlznaR.D.A.
SEC()I;n YEAR c�.:pn�G CLUB STORY
By JAt:ES HERALD PEHrnIGTCr;, Age -9-
PANTAKO C.UJ>U:G CLUB.
The nane of our Club is The Pantano Camping Club. I am the
youngest member of our Club. My name is Herald Pennington. The officers
of our Club are Ector Bejarabo, President; Herald Pennington, Vice Pres­
ident; and Armando Bejarano, Secretary. The rest of our Club members
are Frank Bej�rano and Guillermo Paro.
In our Club project we studied cactii, grasses and flowers that
grov around Pantano. ae took field t rips to find plants and study
t hem before we drew or mounted them. I drew ten pictures of cacti and
mounted them on colored paper. I also mounted ten grasses on white card
board.
I had a better time at the Fair Grounds than at Sunnyside.
,'e saw some old buggies v/ith rubber tires; another with three seats
and one with lights on the front of it.
I won two first prizes on �y �ountings of grasses and cacti
dravIings.
I Was first in the lG-year old boys race. Fran� won first
prize in throwing the ball. Ector, Guillermo and I won third place
in the boys relay race.
The Club helped me to le�rn the names of grasses and cacti.
Last year we learned how to sew. This year we learned the names of
many different Arizona plants. I like the 0lub because it helps us to
recognize different plonts and to kno�what good they are to us.
R.D.A.
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4 H RADIO BROADCAST
PHOEm:X--!�AY 3, 1934. BY
1.:I53 ESTA TROTTER, LZAD�R CF THE VAIL 4 H CLUB
Betty �oolsey, June Pettit, Gladys Sc�mitt, Members.
I have been the leader of the Vail Villagers, The Girls' 4-H
Garment 1�akin6 Club of Vail School, for the past four years. Every year
my enjoyment of olub work has increased-- due to the interest and enthus­
iasm of the club eirls an.i their work testifies to this, as well as the
cooperation of the leaders. Special credit is given to 1:iss Evalyn
Bentley, Pima. County Home Demonstraticn Agent, and t:T. H.R.Baker,
State Leader of Boys' and Girls' Clubs.
Vail is a small village twenty-two miles southeast of Tucson,
but like other little villages in Pima County, is big in 4-H Club work.
I am happy and proud to present to you Miss Betty ·3001sey,
president of the Va.il Villagers, age 13, and Miss June Petti�, a
member of the Vail Villagers, age 14, and Gladys Schmitt, another
member, age 14.
Listen in on an interview in which June takes the role of
a newswriter and gets some real information regarding the Pima County
4-H Fair from Betty, president of the Vail Villagers 4-H Garment Making
Club:
June: I am writing a news article on "Notable Achievements
of the 4-H Clubs in Arizona for the year 1933-l934tt, and since, of
course, the Pima County 4-H Fair holds a prominent place on that list,
I should like to have some first hand'information conerning it.
Betty:- I shall be glad to give you any infor!21E'.tion you wish.
June:- Thank you, Miss �.loolsey. What was the \date of the
Pima County 4-H Fair?
Betty:- Saturday, April 21, 1934.
June:- dhere was it held?
Betty.- This year the Fair\as held at the Southern Arizona
Fair grounds, near Tucson. In previous years it was held in one of the
Pima County schools, but this year, because of t he increased membership
and interest, it was necessary to "charter" the fair grounds. The Fair
was attended by over ,00 people, who were enthusiastic over the work
which is being done by the 4-H Clubs. Some of these visitors are well
acquainted with 4-H Club work as done in other states and so were well
qualified to judge.
June:- Under whose direction was the fair?
Betty:­
Home Demonstration
Under the direction of Miss Evalyn A.Bentley, Pima Co.
Agent.
June:- How many clubs were represented?
H.D.A.
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Betty.- Ten-- eight girls' clubs for the first, second, third,
and fourth years' work in Garment kaking, Handcraft, and Health; and two
boys' clubs.
June:- How wer� the pl�ns formulated?
Bettya- U the beginning of the cLuo year in the fall lass
Bentley and the leaders made tentative plans which were modified as the
year and the work progressed.
Junea- 'Jho graded the exhibits th&t were displayed?
Bettya- 11iss Zella Blake, clothing specialist at the University
of Arizona Agricultural Extension Service. The work of the indiv,idual
clubs was first graded. Then the best work in each club competed for
county awards. Grading the exhibit gave an opportunity to make more
awards.
June: - i�rhat were 11iss 31ake' s comment s on t he. wor�?
Betty:": 1:i58 Blake stat ed th:lt she found "the wor-k had made
remarkable progress due to the efforts of the club �eobers, the various
leaders of the clubs, and to th,-�t of the county Hone Demonstration Agent,
l!iss Bent ley.
June:- Please briefly give me an outline of the program for
the day.
Betty:- At t en o'clock all exhibits were in place at the fair
grounds and competitive races and other sports events were held on the
field under the direction of I,�r. Roland Bateman, leader of the Pantano
Boys' Camp Club, and �r. Rollin Burr, principal of the Sunnyside School,
assisted by 1:r. II.:l.Baker, state leader of boys' and girls' club work.
Fron 12 to 1 was the lunch hour. During that ti!!le three
clubs entertained with vocal and instrumental music.
June:- Pardon the interruption, but I should like to know
the menu and who planned it.
Betty:- The menu was cabbage and pineapple salad, spanish
rice, sandwiches, cup cakes and iced lemonade. It wasplanned by a
committee of leaders and was served by the leaders and club members.
In t he afternoon county a=nards were presented to t he winners
in a music memory and appreciation contest which had been held at the
Temple of 11lusic & Art in Tucson, April 14. The club girls gave a d-ess
revue in w��c� the girls modeled in the dresses they had made, and acontinuou�70f �funts, songs, yells, and brief talks was given. The
stunts were voted on and those of Sopori and Sahuarita tied for first
place, but later the tie was broken and Sopori was given first.
At 4 o·clock everybody, tired but happy, began their trek
homeward, in automobiles, trucks, school buses, and several on horse­
back. Now the boys and girls are making plans for and lookins fon{ard
to an even bigger and better fair in 1935. Miss Pettit, why not come
next year and see for yourself? �eet me at the fair:
H.D.A.
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June:- Thank you, Uiss �oolsey, I will meet you at the Pima
County 4-H Fair in 1935. I don't want to miss it.
Miss Bentley is here and I want her to s ay a few words tv you.
This is biss Bentley, our Fima County Home Demonstration Agel'lt.
During the year there has been much to hearten us as leaders
and members have mastered problems �th true courage while pressing on
towards the goal of one hundred percent completions. More interest
in our projects has been shown by parents and friends who give evidence
of their faith in our club work vlhich, through the t raining of t he hand,
heart, head and health, prepares our boys and girls for life and its work.
Confidence in our work is increased when the adults see at our
county-wide exhibit the neat stitches of the ten year old girls, the
dresses which the eleven year o Ld s so proudly wear and the work done by
the boys in the ce�p clubs.
We appreciate this faith .of the public in 4-H Club work, and
faith has a place in our emnLem, the four leaf clover-­
One leaf is for hope and one is for faith,
And one is for love you know;
And God put another in for luck,
If you search you will find where they grow.
But you must have hope and you must have feith;
You must love and be strong, and so-
If you work, if you mit, you will find the place
Where the four-leaf clovers grow.
R.D.A.
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AHTh-ruAL 4-H BROADCAST
Nov. 3, l�34.
K.T.A.R. - .dIOENIX
The annual 4-h Broadcast over K.T.A.R., Phoenix, satur­
day, l:ov. 3d t''b·'it�1ma County members took part in the National
hookup. Mary Louise Echols, County champion in Home Economics
projects, has completed three ye ars work in Garment 1laking, one
year in the Baklng·Club. Throughout her year�of Club work, she
has been a booster and real worker a.s well as an officer.
Uary Bejarano 1s our cham;>ion reporter. �Ior the pastthree years she has not missedf� single week ot having her notes
in the County �tension office in time to be typed for the week­
end edition 0 f the Arizona Daily star. Mary is a booster for
publicity work and believes that it takes publicity to put a
community on the map. This she has done for Pantano. Aside from
her reporting she has been a worker in the Pantano stitch-in­
Time, an Officer·, and booster for club work.
l.J.y EXPERIENCE ',lITH THE 4-H BAKn:!} CLUB
Radio Talk by l!ary Louise Echols.
�zy sister and I had just returned from Texas last summer
when we found a �ter awaiting us from our County Home Demonstra�, j
tion .Ae;ent, 1....iss �valyn .eent ley • che had made arrangement s for
us to become lone members of the 4-H Bakirlb Club. \Ie had many
times wished for such an opportunity. 50 we bo5an taking turns
helping mother with the baki�£.
\ie started with the bread our father likes be st--corn
bread. .ie had made this beiore but the fanily enjoys that made
by the 4-H reCipe much more. At first we followed the directions
canfully, but we have·made it so often, we now have it snugly
stored in our heads.
\/e chose as our second demonstration one which seemed
the simplest of all--plain muffins. �hey. were really an addi­
tion to our home baking for mother only made them in the form
of cakes. �ie also made All-.uran and corn meal muffins.
The hardest thing about making pancakes was having to
get out of bed so early to make them for breakfast. I.Lother says
that 4-H pancakes are the lightest that she has ever eaten.
Yie saved the biscuits until last because we knew that it
would take more time to learn to knead the dough gently. one
morning when 1 had used too much liquid for my drop biscuits,
my daddy said he supposed 1 dropped my dough too far.
Competitionwas keen be twe en us for as each demonstration
Vias completed it was placed on the t able an d graded according to
our 4-H cook books.
I have completed three years work with the 4-H Garment
�laking Club, one year with the Jjak1ng Club, and have started my
first year of canning. During this school term i shall continue
my Garment l;;.aking lTO je ct and next summer take up my baking and
canning again.
H.D.A.
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RADIU 'rALK BY Lary C. Bejarano
In Pima Uounty we have had a county 4-H Club reporting pro­
ject for 3 years. uur news notes are published in the week-end
edition of one of the Tucson daily papers. 1 have been reporter
for our club, the �antano 0titch-in-Time.
J..�iss .uvalyn A •. Bent Ley , our home demonstration agent, calls
me
.
"Champion rep o r-t er ff, for during these three years .1. have not
falled to hav0 my news notes in each week.
1 am boing to give you some essent ia1 POiLt s in club
reportin�.
In writin€; news begin t he story by telling wha t the story
is about.
�he opening p ar-agr-aph or lead is the most important part
of the news stury.
:1."ell the reader the na ture of event t the p er s ons, and the
things concerned, time, place, c�use, ana results.
AnsYJer these questions: '�Ihat, "ho, .. hen, �lhe:fet bhyand how r
Tell your story simply and naturally. Make it brief, clear,
and accurate.
flri te events in your story in order of their news value.
Always have th� best interest of your community or your
club at heart. Find at or Lea tha t wi 11 help to boost the ir
welfare.
In news writing tell the truth and verify every statement
to make sure it is absolutely correct.
Study your stories after they are printed to se ed f the
editor made any changes.
Read stories other than your own , and study the way they
are written.
Be regular and prompt in sending in your stories. ..Ie should
always take pains to give exact information and facts. It is
always a good idea to ,include a�any names as possible in a story,
especially names of ,local people.
I think that a 4-H Club
opportunity to accomplish 600d
club, alsu for his community.
is a very �mDortant one for it
oommunity interest is gained.
NeVI members also are gained by becoming interest'ed through
news notes. So it behooves a club reporter to do his best at all
:nev/a Reporter can have a wonderful
results both for himself and his
1 �·:tee 1 tha t the 0 ffioe of reporter
is through club news notes that
R.D.A.
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4-H CLUB l�.:ORIES
(Given by i.Lorenc e Bateman and 4-H Club Girls- ... the llantano
St1toh-1n-�1me Club--at the local and'county· Aohievement Day
programs, and by request to the �tate meeting of Federated
\/omen's Clubs in Tucson Thursday morning April 5, 1934, and
at the state Club \"Jeek Tuesday evening, June 5, 1934)
(Scene at a Boarding School)
Mary �Tances - How are you getting along with your sewing,
J3etty?
Betty - Very well. You kn�{ we are doing some of the very
things here in college that Vie did at .tantano, :Pima
County, in our '1' hird Year 4- H Club.
1:ary �'rances - uh , you are!
'
.. hat are some of those things?
Betty - Just at present we are studying Selection and Care
of Ulothins. Do you remember when we talked about that
in 4-H Club and h0V1 we studied our own type? Remember,
!�ary Frances, how "lIe used you for the tall, slender.
model, and I Vias the fat cadell' I learned that I should­
nit wear short dresses with dozens of ruffles, but long­
er ones and plainer. I made this dress I have on, don't
you think it makes me look more slender?
1Iary Frances - Yes, it's very becoming.
Betty - � 4-H Club has surely helped me in my sewing class.
:Mary �l-anc es - \/ell, I wonder if the other girls have remember-
ed as many things as you have? Let·· s see, this is Sat­
urday and classes are over early. 1 imagine theylll
all be here for s orne bi ts of gossip. (Knock) l'here 1 s
someone n ow , Come in. (Enter 1..ary Louise)
l�ry Louise - \:e1l, classes are over for the day! Hurrah!
Mary .r'rances -
you girls.
Club days.
L..ary Louf se - 1 surely do! 1 just received my paper from my
l1usic Appreciation test and I got a One! .:e were asked
about some of the very same selections we had in our
County ...usd c Appreciation cont e at e in 1932-33. �'or
instance, �inuet in G by Beethoven, and �ouyenlr by
Drdla. It reminded me of the contest when I won the
Victrola for our school.
Betty and 1 were Just thinking a bout : all of
lie were wo nd erLng if y\ou remember your 4-H
H.D.A.
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(4-H Club Le mor-Lea , continued J
1iary :b'rances - uh , yes! I remember our 11lusic .Appreciation and
that victrola, and how it helped us later. J'ust last
week 1 attended a concert. How happy 1 v�s when 1 recog­
nized some of the sele ct i ona I 'l'hey played "Le Cygne IT, by
the Frlnch Composer, uaint �aens, and �elody in F, by
Rubinstein. 1 know we enjoy music more when we are
familiar ili th it and know something of the composer.
But have your 4-H Ulub days helped you in any other way?
1�ry Louise - 'l.hey surely have. l've learned how to look just
as nice as the other girls at school and vdth half the
money they spend for clothes. �his jumper of mine, which
110ther and 1 pla.nned, is surely a dandy. I wear a new
blouse and everyone says J m;ihy, you have a new dressff•
And it is so easy to keep pressed. rrYlell pressed is we Ll,
dressed", you knOVI.
Mary Frances - It surely is a serviceable school dress.
l.Iary .Louise - Do you remember when vIe selected our school
clothes and vie all decided to wear low-heeled oxfords
to school? '�. ell, I saw a girl today who should have
been a 4-11 Club girl! �he VIas late for class--here she
came, in L"rench heels--running pell-mell d own the a t ep s ,
�he stumbled, fell and hurt herself badly. (Knock).
llary �rances - �ome in.
(Enter .Lorene)
Lorene - \,ell, girls, how do 1 look? I'm going to a birth­
day party.
l'v18.ry l''rances - Idce and neat as a pin. rhat dress is very be ...
coming. Color is another thing we studied in 4-tl Club.
Lorene knoVis that girls with brown eyes like hers can
wear lots of color.
Lor-ene .......other and 1 made this dress and it cost only half
as much as one a lmo st like itt ha t Vie eest in a sh op
vlindov/. J.f 1 look all right, 1. mus t run along or 1.' 11 be
late. G-ood-bye.· (Exit Lorene).
l.fary �rances - �peak1ng of money and saving, let me show you
what 4-11 Club has saved me. \ Shows socks J • .c.. ememb er
that week-end at .e ant ano wh en 1 darned six :pairs of socks?
By knowing h ow to darn, I have saved �l.OO on my so ck
bill. 'Il'hat's enough to buy that book I wanted. (Knock)
Come in. (Ent er Lucy May with candy).
H.D.A.
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(4-H Club 1..emories, oontinued)
Lucy Uay - Have some candy, girls.
Uary Frances - \j'ell, if the cs ndy tastes as good as our little
cook looks, it's mighty good.
Bett�r - Yes, doesn't she look nice? 'VIe can tell she has been
a 4-H Club girl. She's dressed neatly for cooking in
her cap and apron.
Lucy 1.!ay - 11his is my 4-H Club cap and apron tha t I always
use for cooking.
Mary Frances � How different she looks from the [irl across
the hall. 1 saw her the other evening trying to make
fudge in her kimona. \.ait a minute and I'll show you
how she did. b1irst, she I d st ir the fudge--then wrap
her kimona around her--then push her hair back from her
eyes. �_uch as I like fudbe, I decided I didn't want
any of hers.
(Knock) (Lnter Cleotilde)
Cleotilde - Ly team just wo n the baseball game Ll
1Iary Louise - l-�urra.hl for our athlete! You know Vie cant all
win blue ribbons in cooking and sewing, but Cleotilde
is there when it comes to playing baseball, tennis and
other sports. 1hat makes one healthy. IieaLt.h is one of
the H's in 4-H Club, you know. It is essential to all
cood 4-H Clubbers!
(Knock - �nter June)
Lucy l:ay - \lhat! Another new dress?
June - Oh, no. It's Just been washed nicely. Remember in 4-H
Club when we learned to do all our own laundry?
Mary Louise - Yes, I remember, ar.d hew 1 disliked it, but"I'm
glad 1 did it. If I hadn It I Vlould have been like a girl
I saw in the basement laundry. �he soaked her lovely
white linen with her colored anklets! The color in the
anklets faded and--Oh, my! her clothes VIere ruined!
Mary Frances - �ay, just think. • •• (Knock) Come in.
(Enter l'._ary Bejarano)
Mary Bejarano - Oh, girls, just look! This week my article
was printed on the front page!
All - Let's seel (Grab the paper).
H.D.A.
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(4-H Club .L ...emories, continued)
ruary Bejarano - I'm so grateful for all that practice I had
Vlriting news notes fOI' Iantano stitch-In-Time 4-H Club.
Remember how the newspaper men at the Arizona Daily
star and Tucson Daily Citizen helped us?
1Iary �jrances - 1 just started to say, Just think how 4-H Club
has helped us here at schoolt
'
Mary Bejarano - Yes, I have earned enough money by writing
artioles for the newspaper to buy all my books. And
I never could have done it if I hadn't had all that help
in 4-H Club as reporter.
(Knock - �nter Lorene)
Lucy J.oi.ay - Is the party over so soon?
Lorene - Oh, no. I never got to the party. 1 'was just a few
blocks from school, vThen 1 met vrace Brown.
trary Bejarano - She's the little girl whose mother is so siek?
Lorene - Yes, and her mother is v:orse. uhey need help.
All - �et's all go help!
Lucy l.�ay - I feel just like cooking supper for all those children.
Hary Louise - bnd I'll clean the hous e.
Mary :brances - Yes, Vie '11 all go, and that will ttpledge our
hearts to greater loyalty". That brings in all four HIS
in our good old 4-H Club. 1:ary Louise's 1Iusic Appr e cf a­
tion laurels and Mary ..3ejarano's reporting show train-
. ing of the HEAD; Betty's s ewfng , Lucy 1:ay's cooking and
June's laundry, and my darniv� certainly show skillful
training of the HANDS; Cleotilde's ball games all show
training for HEALTH; Helping the sick and needy show
training of the HEART.
(Repeat club ple dge and sing, "Bring the Good Old 4-H Sign".)
-End-
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JUNIOR �ROJECTS (oontinued)
4-H Garment 1Iaking Clubs
TIME: September to June
168 miles
l?ima Co.
9,505 Square hliles
6,830,200 Aores
:PLACE: Amphitheatre, Binghampton, Empire, Pantano, Sah­
uarita, Sunnyside, Sopor!, Vail" Three Points,
YElR No. t.in- IJo. Com- 'Jo Com-
Club and .Leader 1st 2nd 3rd 4th rolled Eleted �letion
Amphitheatre 14 0 0 0 = 14 l4 100%
Mrs. Kathleen Perry
rura. Ethel Kitt
MIa. M. Adolphson
� 100%Empire 1 0 0 - 4 4...
:Mrs. Ruth Downs
Pantano 6 1 4 4 = 15 15 100%
l�s. Florence Bateman
Sahuarita s 9 0 1. - 15 15 100%-
l�s. Sarah Itzweire
:Miss Mabelle Wisdom
Sopor1 0 7 0 0 - 7 7 100%
Miss Genevieve Romo
...
Sunnyside 0 a 4 0 - 't 't 100%-
Mrs. �aVaun hogers
100%Vail 4 0 2 3 - 9 9-
Miss Esta Trotter
Three Foints 10 0 0 0 - 10 10 100%
Mrs. E. Townsend
-
Blnghampton 15 0 0 0 - 15 15 100%
Mrs. E. Williams
-
llrs. M. Lewis
Lone Club Member 0 1 0 0 - 1 1 100�-
Nineteen olubs are represented, the work of the different years in
eaoh community was combined under one leader.
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JUNIOR PROJECTS (continued)
Progress and �evelopment
Clubs are organized, as a rule, at the close of the
sohool year in May, the organization to be perfeoted in sept­
ember.
The Agent's part is to give demonstrations, 112 in all'
were given in 1933-34. Speoial help is given the leaders in
many lines as given under Junior ProJeots.
Actual Results Obtained
Requirements for the Garment Making Clubs are as
follows:
First Year:
1. Dish towel
2. holder or hot mat
3. Stockinet patoh
4. Hand towel
5. Elective, - A pillow top or any other article
made from the woven squares.
Second Year:
1. One slip
2. One stocking darn
3. Une sleeveless wash dress
4. One set on patch
5. �lective - Laundry bag.
Third Year:
l. Launder own clothes for four weeks
2. Make undergarments worn next to the body
3. One garment darn
4. One new or made over dress with set-in sleeves
5. Elective - A simple useful pillow.
Fourth Year:
1. Choice of middy, manls or boy's shirt, or tailored
blouse.
2. One buttonhole
3. One simple ootton afternoon dress
4. Set-in patch
5. Elective - Any household article.
55 First year members made a total of 212 articles at a saving
.
of $23.71.
21 Second year members made a total of 125 articles at a saving
. of $47.62.
13 Third year members made 65 articles at a saving of �38.80.
8 �ourth year members made 41 articles at a saving of $10.38.
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JUNIOR PROJECTS - Camp Clubs for Boys
�LACE: �antano and Empire.
TIME: September to June.
168 Miles
.tJima County
9,505 Square Miles
6,830,200 Aores
No �- Ho. Com- 1'0 Com-
Olub and Leader rolled pleted plet10n
Empire 7 7 100'p
Mrs. Ruth Downs
Pantano 5 100%
LIr. R. G. Bateman
�rogress and Development
Camp Clubs gave work for the boys while the girls in
the community were busy sewing. Boys made many friends with
their Camp work, the cactus garden at Empire attracted much,
attention before a white mule crawled into the school yard and
stamped the plants out of the ground. �he boys had hikes and
cooked some of the foods they had learned to cook in first year
Camp Club.
.
At County Achievement Day they exhibited specimens of
grasses, flowers, cactus and leaves, all named correctly along
with drawings and notes regarding the plants.
R.D.A.
Pima County, state of Arizona
JUNIOR �ROJECTS (continued)
Actual Results ubta1ned
The boys followed the second year outline and com­
pleted the required number of rroJects which were as follows:
At least six meetings should be held during the
club year.
Each member is required to know at least 10 range
grasses, 10 wild flowers, and 10 cacti! fIf
the club member lives in an area where it is
impossible to fUlly meet this requirement, he
may make up the 30 required plants from the
other groups with the permission of the leader.)
Each member must mount at least 10 specimens of one
group. Directions for collecting and mounting
were given in the club outline.
A final report must be handed in at the oompletion
of the project. �his may be in the form of a
story telling of the second year1s work.
H.D.A.
Pima County, state of Arizona
JUNIOR PROJECTS - 4-H Health Clubs
FLACE: Tanque Verde.
co
t<)
Pima County�
9,505 Square Miles
6,830,200 Acres
168 Miles
Lo. Com­
No. Enrolled pleted
% Com­
pletionClub and .L.Ieader
Tanque Verde
Mrs. Lorena Winstead
20 20 100%
Progress and Development
Only one health club was maintained during the year.
�his vias a first year club following the out line, and with much
the same method of procedure as that used last year. v�orkers
from the .rima �ounty J.J.ealth J.Jepartment again cooperated in working
for positive health. �he Agent gave 10 demonstrations to the
members.
Recreation
The boys of the club had one long hike to the top of
the hincon �ange, while the girls took an easier trip to Sabino
Canyon. They also helped with school and community programs
and picnics.
Actual Results Obtained
Goals set and reached were:
90% of those underweight reached the normal zone.
Dental care and attention to tonsils were shown by
85% of those with recorded defeats.
All showed improved practices in health habits.
H.D.A.
�1ma County, state of Arizona
JUNIOR _t'ROJECTS - 4-H Baking �lubB
Place: Sunnyside and �antano.
�1ce: From June to December 1.
168 Miles
1'1ma Co.
9.505 Square -'Wiiles
6.830.200 Acres
Club and Leader
No. En� No. dom­
rolled pleted
90 Com­
pletion
Sunnyside
lJrs. �. o, ,;atkins
7 I 7 100%
Pantano
(Lone olub members) 2 2
?rogress and· Development
This 1s the first time we have had a Baking Club in
Pima �ounty. �1noe our school buildings are not equipped for
baking it has not been possible to have these clubs at school during
the sohool year. During the summer vacation 1�s. E. o. Watki�s,
who has a club girl of her own, volunteered to take the girls
into her own kitchen for club meetings. Seven girls from the
Sunnyside elub completed the work and won many favorable com­
ments because they had learned hmv to make biscuits, mUffins,
cornbread, and pancakes with the variations. With the knowledge
gained they were able to �repare breakfast for the family which
was appreciated by the mothers concerned.
Two lone club members, Lucy May and Mary Louise Echols,
also did the bak1ng club work with their mother as leader and with
office calls and suggestions from the Agent.
The girls found the work interesting and taught the
family a number of things about baked quick breads as they took
their score card to the table with them and had the family help
them Vii th the score. The mothers learned some of the reas ons why
their baking sometimes was a success and sometimes almost a failure.
Pima County
State of Arizona
H.D.A.
Copies of the 4-H Club publicity will be found on
the following pages. Une representative set of notes for
each month has been selected for this report, similar notes
appearing in each week-end edition of the Arizona Daily star.
H.D.A.
Pima County, state of Arizona
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�enneth Hill, Tanque
Verde, age 12, County
and state 4-H Club
Champion of 1934.
He is English, Scotch,
and Irish and strjctly
Arizona. He is an out­
standing pupil in school.
Below.
Bessie Lortimer and
I:able Barkley, Tanque
Verde
,_
who tied for
first place in the County
4-H Health Club contest.
State of Arizona,
Pima County H.D.A.
4-H Clubs-1934. Sopori Willing \=lorkers.
Members are sh�ln with the green and white slogan
display cards used in a stunt given at their lOGal and
oounty Achievement Days. They vlere chosen to represen t
Pima County at the banquet program during the state 4-H
Club meet in June, 1934.
Some of the slogans displayed; were:
"4-H Clubs mean Ovmership, Partnership, Leadership t
Cit izenship. rr .
"4-H Club iiork develops leadership and community spirit."
"4-H Club Work teaches thrift."
"4-H Clubs - the Greatest power for progress in rural
America. n
r4_H Club Work 'To Make the Best Better'."
"4-H Club members learn through experience."
"There are over 900,000 4-H Club members in the United states.
"4-H Club Work is conducted through the extens ion divisi on
of your Agricultural Col�e."
"4-H Club members work through their own organizations
with their csu: officers. n
"4-H Clubs show how to work and save and to play and spend
wisely. n
1933-34 members of the Sopori .. illi.ng �/orkers J the winners
of the County Publioity oontest for 1934. Press book and
the oup are shown.along with two new members for the year1934-35.
�helma �insley, re­
yorter for the Sopori
vii11ing »orker s trar­
ment ��king �lub.
Sopori won first place
and the silver oup far
the best publioity for
the year closing June 1
1934. �he Press said,
"This ohild's notes are
always good each week".
H.D.A.
Pima Oounty
state of Arizona
l:antano sti tch-In-Time champion 4-11 Glub in lima c ounty
for 1934. Also held this record for 1933. had all reDorts
and stories in on time, finished 100 percent.
Three Points 4-h Club. Ach Le v eme nt Day ball game along
with Achievement Day program.
H.D.A.
Pima County, State of Arizona
Walter Thurber of the
Empire Camp Club. County
Health Champion for boys
1934, winner of second
place with 96.6 points.
Also one of the reporters
for the mpire Camp Club.
lAM
�"ROM
WHO ARE YOU?
at the 4�H County Achievement Day held April 21, 1934
· "
Exhibits �t the 4-ll County Ach1eve=ent Dsy held Arr11 21, 1��4.
H.DD.A
Pima Co
state
Arizona
UIDdD5
"oo�
SSd.t�
1934 .rre ss Books, l'ublic i ty .i?roj ect. .1:'an tano and Sopori
placed first but .tant an o : s score vIas used in determining
her championship for the best c Luo in the County. �'irst
place and the cup went to �opori, second to Lffipire and third
to Three Points. The latter received special mention on
account of the difficulties attending their work.
�hibits at the 4-H County Ach i e ve se rrt Day held Ap r i L 21, 1934
R.D.A. Pima County, state of Arizona
'
l:ress Books for 1934 .. Clubs sending in press
books were:
Amphitheatre, Empire, Lantano, Sahuarita, �unnyside,
sopori,
Tanq ue Verde, !.rhree loints and Vai 1.
HeD.A. Pima County state of Arizona
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
Tllm: September to September.
PLACE: County-wide, all communities where Extension
work has been done were included.
Organization and History of the ProJeot
Work in this proJeot was begun when the Agent fir�t
began work in �lma County. The groups far away from Tucson
feel the need of recreation and inspiration and this is what
we have tried to supply to each community. One good get-to­
gether for each group in the county has been our goal for each
year. �he rural groups have appreciated the service and the
requests have grown more numerous each year.
Progress and Development
There has been a steady growth in the development of
appreciation for the better things in music, art and educational
and inspirational leotures. We are learning that in the work
done with the many communities that �tension work oannot be
all of the absolute project type, but must inolude some of the
things that belong to recreation and higher life. �he same
faots have been brought out by Dr. \Jarburton in his request
s�nt to all Extension v�rkers that they listen in to the radio
talks which deal especially with subJeots along the line of
the supplementary interests to agriculture and home making,
as Art in Amerioa.
MIscellaneous work for the communities has consisted
in helping some of the members in the use of parliamentary law;
books and pamrhlets on various subjects have been loaned in
order to help them in leading a portion of the meeting; and
eqUipment was located and provided for a garden improvement
evening.
Some of the meetings planned by the Agent and speak­
ers secured for same were:
At �rana, January 10, Dr. Eleanor Johnson, Head of
the Home Economics Department, University of Arizona. talked
to the women about the l:'ure .B'ood and Drugs Aot.
At �ana. January 5, Miss Ethyl Lobban, Tucson teach­
er of slnging, gave a costume reoital which was enjoyed by
110 people.
At Amphitheatre, January 12, Rollin Pease, from the
College of Musio at the University of Arizona, gave a voioe
recital vmich was enJoyed by about the same number.
The Marana Women's Club adked for a second talk by
Dr. Lockwood as the one given in February 1933 was so enthu�
elastioally received. On February 14 he talked on the subJect,
"Juvenile Literature", giving a very comprehensive discussion
of the subject. A list of books was given along with the ages·
when these are most attractive to the child.
H.D.A. County Plm&. �tate-A�lZofia
COlaruNITY ACTIVITIES (oontinued)
A musical program for the Amphitheatre community
the evening of _r'ebruary 19 was given to a crowded house.
Miss Ethyl Lobban and pupils gave a costume recital which Was
so popular that a repetition was requested. This was given in
an adJoining community.
At the annual county Farm Bureau dinner and meeting
Dr. Lockwood gave h�s talk on "Arizona's Place in the Su.nrf•
By request of the Marana �omenis Club, the Agent
seoured l�s. H. L. Shantz to talk to their group on the sub­
.Ject of uTeaohing Vlorld 1:eace rr. The talk was well reoeived.
Mrs. Katherine Kitt, of the Art Department of the
University of Arizona, talked to the Marana women, high school
students and faculty on the subJect of Art. She gave a very
practical talk and told many of her experiences in 0pain, all
of which was much appreciated. As the older members said, "We
stay at home but we do enJoy getting a little glimpse of another
land rr.
One recreation meeting was planned for the group on
]'t. lJowell Road. 1'his consisted of pictures shown by the
use of a reflectoscope. Different members who had vaoation
trips in Arizona and elsewhere collected pictures and a very
pleasant and proritable evening resulted. The H.D.A. supplied
the lantern and also ran it for the performance.
in connection with our �tension activities we find
a number of cooperating agencies wi th very helpful programs.
Sessions of the state oonvention of the �.T.A. were attended
when it was possible to work them in along with routine work
already scheduled. �ome help was received from the talks of
lyaSS Sowers, although we feel that these national workers do
not always get dOVID on a plane with the field workers so as to
be able to help solve their most difficult problems. tiowever,
we always receive much inspiration in a general way, so find
their visits helpful.
At the state program of the Arizona Federated Women's
Clubs held in �ucson, the Agent gave a report on her work as
distriot chairman of Family Finanoe, Division of the American
Home. �he report, in part, as printed in the Club Woman follows:
(copy)
"The most important question in America today is
the management of individual income. "It is more important than
any of the so-called Big Questions debated in 0ongress, because
it underlies them all," says ,Vill Payne.
The management of the income rests with the wife as
it 1s usually the hUBband who earns. Hence, it 1s essential
that the wife shall be trained in both saving and spending be-
cause it is hard to be brave hearted when your pockets are empty.
R.D.A. Pima County, state of Arizona
C�ruNITY ACTIVITIES (continued)
The homemaker can do much toward placing the homes of the
Nation on a sound financial basis and when that is done the
National Budget will balance itself.
As Chairman of Family ]'inance under the American
Home Department, may I urge that each club give attention at
one meeting at least to this subject of Family Finance?
Splendid material is supplied in the outline, nMoney Talks".
The family budget covers a wide field and much time
could be spent on buymanship alone. Next consider saving,
for what purpose and how shall savings be invested? The prob­
lem of safe investments follows, and we cannot forget general
welfare work because we are striving for a well rounded fln-
'anoia1 program. in working toward this goal we must not for­
get to include some training for the children.
When Family �'inance ocoupies such an important place
in the group life which constitutes our Nation, should not more
time be devoted to the study of the many phases of the problem?
County Picnic
The request for this picnic for the homemakers came
from the women themselves. They wished to visit the university
and see some of the work of which they had heard during our dem­
onstration meetings. j!'orty women attended and enjoyed every
minute of the day according to their own report. Lunch was
served under the palm trees just west of Pima Hall. Director
Ross spoke briefly to the women during the lunoh hour. �ter
we had brief reports from the different communities in regard
to the Extension work that had been done with the groups. rte­
ports were brief but concise and they were the most enthusiastic
we have ever had from a group. �here were more hands held up
when we asked for practices whioh had been adopted and con­
structive suggestions for future work. This group vms composed
of those members who have been most regular in attendance and
who have shown more evidence of leadership. The idea of getting
them together was for the purpose of helping to inorease interest
in the various communities and we felt it was better to work with
a smaller group rather than to have a large number present, and
this group was about the correct size for enthusiasm and con-
structive work.
In connection with the picnie a county chairman of the
homemakers' group, AirS. Vi. Spaulding, has been chosen. It will
be her duty to help enthuse the groups in doing regular project
work.
Under the leadership of Miss Dorothy �homasJ assistant
head resident of Maricopa Hall, the group visited Maricopa Hall
and Pima Hall and were told something of the management in both
halls. The moth�rs were very enthusiastic over the cooperative
work in house keeping which is being done in Pima Hall. Visits
R.D.A. Pima Count� .. state of Arizona
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COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES (oontinued)
to the Home Eoonomics foods and clothing laboratories, also to
the nutrition laboratory, proved fUll of interest. The women
went home, as one of them expressed it, "with something new
to think about".
Before they separated for the day they voted to make
the picnic for homemakers an annual event to be held the first
Wednesday in May at the University.
Community vacation School
This three weeks school, held in the �oskruge build­
ing and all work done by volunteers, was assisted at the re­
quest of the direotor. The Agent found a worker to give the
health teaching. �ater1al for this project was supplied from
the county �tens1on Uffice as we have gathered a variety of
helps during the years whioh have passed. �s. Evangeline Ur­
qu1des, who d1d this work, was very well received by the school
as they felt she was well prepared indeed.
The sehool also asked for help in securing speakers
who would interest ohildren of Junior and high school age, and
the benefit of the Agent IS experience was given in recommending
those who did the work. lie also helped to find someone to direct
the music.
The teaching force recommended by the H.D.A. was taken
from our rural club leaders with whom we have worked for so many
years that we know their capability.
Jfarm l:Sureall. Meetings
The County �'arm .oureau meet ings were attended e ach
month when proJeots chiefly related to Agricultural economics
were disoussed.
cotton Acreage Heduotion �onference
The Agent attended the conferenoe in regard to the
reduotion of the cotton acreage as described by Mr. cobb. At
this meeting we also secured some ideas on how home demonstra­
tion work is done in �ew Mexico from the visiting Assistant tlOIDe
Demonstrat1on Agent, Miss Dee Maier. �he exahange of ideas was
found quite helpful.
Flant Exchange
Beginning in January a plant exchange has been carried
on in all the oommunities where work has been done. We have ex­
changed violets, �chaelmas daisies, oriental poppy plants,
ohrysanthemums of every color and hue, shasta daisies, honey­
suokle, caotus, cannas, verbenas, tulips, stocks, larkspur, and
all kinds of garden seeds for flowers and vines. All of these
plants have been donated, and the H.D.A. helped in the exohange.
H.D.A.
Pima Oounty, State of Arizo na
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES (continued)
Although th1s has required much extra time on her part she feels
that it has been well worth while as during these times of de­
pression women feel that they cannot afford to buy and yet they
w1sh to beautify their homes.
We have found so much enthusiasm along this line it
has been decided to make this a permanent exchange continuing
from year to year as ocoasion demands. This makes a good
way for the women to become aoquainted and they add a little
sentiment to the gardens thus formed, calling them Memory
Gardens. From the plant exohange we hope to advance to garden
clubs where a serious study will be made of the home vegetable
garden as well as the beautification of the home.
Flower Show Marana
The Marana women held a flower show. Mr. Fred Draper
acted as Judge and gave them some very helpful criticisms. The
Agent talked about flower arrangement and some of the past his­
tory and romance attached to flowers. Old fashioned nosegays
were prepared and presented to the officers of the Club. The
old fashioned flowers were used as much as possible, lace paper
dollies and lavendar paper handkerchiefs were used for trimming.
Judge at Fair
The Agent acted as Judge of the foods exhibit at the
Young Fair, Gila County, uotober 12 and 13.
Extension �onference
The Annual ExtenSion Conference attended the first week
in �anuary was the most helpful one thus far in our work.
Emergency Relief
Conferences have been held with ��s. Myrland and the
County School Super1nten dent, lVlrS. Constance 11. Smith. in regard
to the emergency education work. Tentative plans have been
made for the work and the centers in the county where it is most
needed. !n conneotion with this the Agent has been asked to give
some information in regard to workers who "have applied for the
work. �ome of the rural women who have been in our groups a
number of years could be given a ver,y good recommendation so this
has been done.
R.D.A.
Pima County, state of Arizona
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION VlORK
In
AGRICULTURE AND HO!:E ECO.NOlUCS
state of Arizona
Tuc son
p
University of Arizona
College of Agriculture
U. S. Department of Agriculture
And ?ima County Cooperating
Agri cultural Ext ens ion servt ce
Home Demonstration T�7ork
County Agent Vlork
Courthouse - 3rd Floor
Apri 1 24, 1934.
Dear Homemaker:
Homemakers from the various communities of Pima
County w�ll hold a picnic on the University of Arizona
campus '1 edne sday , l!ay �. Vie plan to meet in time to serve
a picnic lunch at noon•. 'Ehe different groups are asked to
bring sandwiches, salad, simple dessert and ingredients for
iced tea, enouf� food for your own group and perhaps a visi­
tor or two.
Besides getting acquainted there will be time for
an exchange of ideas in regard to extension work for next
year, so p lease bring your suggest ions.
VIe plan to visit the nutrition laboratory and see
the white rats, also to visit the home economics laboratory.
The picnio spot wi 11 be under the palm trees just
west of Pima Hall, a stone buildine; whi oh is 1 oc a ted a short
distance east of the Second street entrance to the campus.
srnc erely yours,
(Signed) Evalyn A. Bentley,
Home Demonstration Agent
EAB:VI
R.D.A.
Pima County, state of Arizona
The Marana Parent Teachers Association
presents in
COSTUME RECITAL
pupils of
Miss Ethyl C. Lobban, Teacher of Singing
Tucson, AriZOll.A
assisted by Enuna Grimes, 10 year old Violinist."
pupil of l\!iss Edna Macdonald
Mrs. L. H, Grimes, Accompanist
Marana High SChool Friday. January 5, 8 P.M.
Program
......indoo - "Hindoo Chant " ....•.•..•.••..••...••.•..•••..••.•Bemberg
��s. 'Julia Kimbel
American Indian - "By the Waters of lvlinnetonka" •••••••• Lieurance
Miss Junia Foster
Fairyland - "Woodland Croon Song" •••••••••••••••••••••••
"Sing On" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Miss Vivian Hard
Clutsam
Denza
:panish Folk. Song' - "Dan 1i11e Ole" in native tongue.
Norwegian - "My Lover he comes on the Skeen •.••••Clough-Leighter
Miss Bertha Me1gard
American Negro - "Shortnin' Bread" Jacques Wolfe
Lewis Brodek
Spanish Violinist - "Souvenir" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Drdla
Emma Grimes
Fisherman' - "Rolling down to Rio" •••••••••••••••••••••••• German
Charles T. Pynchon
Pete:re Pan in )Ia.ture Songs - "Elf Dance" •••••••••••••••••• Kountz
ltTrees" •••••••••••.••••.•••• Rasbach
"Rain" •••••••••••••••.••••••• Curran.
Miss Elsie Heinlein
Children's Songs - "Little Orphant Annie" ••••••••••••••••• Thomac
" The �
.
"'-f Man 11 , � • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Mit c he 11
.
"The In.. 1'" Prattv¥J .... II ••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • •
Miss Wanda Kendrick
Spani sh Gyp sy - "A Gyp sy Mai den, I It • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Parker
Miss Mary Ellen 1.1ella
H.D.A. Pima Oounty, state of Arizona
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OUTLOOK AND RECOl1MENDATIClNS
The outlook for extension work is even better than
last year as the rural population feels a need for the projects
stressed. They say we are meeting the problems in the homes
during this time of stress and almost every week some faot is
brought out whioh proves that demonstration work does bring
results. The tesiimony most often given 1s, �our work has
helped me in learning to save both time and money through better
management." Bothof these factors are necessary as time must
often be divided be-tween the duties of the home and work out­
side in order to provide a budget which will cover the actual
needs.
A change has been made in our program to suit the
emergency which exists and other modifications of projeots
will nQodoubt be necessary. But on the whole no great changes
will be made.
Both Junior and Adult work will go forward with the
same projects varied to suit the needs. Emphasis will be
placed upon the economic side as there will be much need for
a wise use of money, materials and time. All projects carried
during the past year will again be included in our suggested
program of work which is appended to this rEI' ort.
A oomplete story of each project is obtained by
reading the publicity notes written by the agent.
H.D.A.
Pima County, state of Arizona
SUGGESTED PROGRAM OF '�iORK
Home Demonstration Agent
Pima County
lS'34-1935
Project
- -
-------�---�------�--N(.)__;oT
Place Time Dems. GoalsMethod 0 f l'oI'cedure
ORGAN I ZAT I ON 27 communities vlill sept.
take up some phase of to
Extension work sept.
29
Adults &
Juniors
A definite program in
each community with
adults & Juniors .
The R.D.A. organizing
and d trec t ing the work.
with special emphasis
upon problems dealing
with emergency relief
& educati on.
Formulate an d complete
programs 0 f VI or k and
build for t h e future.
To interest the women
in long-time projects.
Complete one or more
definite projects in
each community with
definite recD�ds to
showresult s ,
FOODS &
NUTRITION Ft. Lowel1- Sept.
Davidson to
Amphitheatre
.
Sept.
Marana-Ri11ito-Cor­
taro-Jaynes
Sunnyside
Altar Valley
..Empire
Adults &
Juniors
Feeding the
Family for
Health
16 Work on food preserva­
tion, economics of pur­
chasing and adequate
diet.
Junior work in
Baking to be included.
To present up-to-date
informati oil on fo od
values. To teach
methods of preparation
& purchasing.
CHILD DEVELOPME�T Ft. Lowell-Davidson Oct.
& PARENT EDDCATION.Amphitheatre to
Sunnyside Oot.
Adult Altar Valley
12 Round table discus­
sions and demonstration
material to be used.
stress to be placed
upon Family Relation­
ships.
..
set standards in child �
care, and standards f<r §adult practices � 0
habits. Secure reportS<o
from mothers on t.n- • as
proved practices in ��
the home. ::r: Ilt
Qt
8
N
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�
�
o
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Project Place Time Dems. Method of PDl)cedure Goats
CLUTHING.
Adult
18.Ft. Lowell­
Davidson
·Amphitheatre­
.. Sunnyside-
. Altar Valley
. Empire
. Pantano
.Sunnyside
jjopori
Tanque Verde
-Vail
Sept.
to
sept.
''- -
tuniors uo t •
to
Oct.
120
4-H Garment
Making Clubs
Part of the work to be
done by state Special­
ist, the Agent oooper­
ating & giving work
to groups •
Emphasis placed
upon remodeling
and repairing
garments as well
as upon improved
.
oonstruotion &
seleotion.Follow plans as out­
lined in Club Literat-
ure. H.D.A. to meet Complete work
withe the Clubs to sup- as standard clubs.
ervise the work and Hold Achievement
reoreation. Training days and county
meet ings for l'eaders wide meet ings.
will be held.
Juniors Pantano
�mpire
Flowi ng vie 11s
T'lnQueVerde
oct.
to
June
15 ff
Camp Sewing
and 000king
and Woodcraft
Clubs
rr nn n
Q
�
()
N
or-!
�
q...,
o
Q)
-f..,:)
c.tS
.f.:)
C/l
-
�
�
§
o
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Projeot Plaoe Time Dems. Method of Prooed�e Goals
HOME MANAGEI:rEl�T
& HOUSE FUHNISHINGS
Ad.ult
Altar Valley
Ft. Lowell
Amphitheater-Sunny­
side
fJ.arana
Empire
l:apago lndians
Oct.
to
Oot.
48 A portion of the proJeot
will be in charge of the
State Speoiallst, the
Agent oooperat ing and
VI orking vIi th acat tered
groups.
To set goals
for the effic­
ient manage men
of the home &
make the e:x1t­
er ior and int­
er ior more
attraotive.To
provide for
s torage space
and oomfort.
J£ach woman
enrolled to
report s orne
one improve- .
mente
HOME HEALTH'&
SANITATION
Adult &
Juniors
Some one phase
stressed with eaoh
extensi on group.
sept.
to
sept.
30 Correlated wi th other
proJeots. Some one
health or sanitation
praotice adopted by
eaoh individual enrolled.
COM11UNITY
ACTIVITIES
Adult &
Juniors
Marana-Rillito-Cor- Sept.
tarotJaynes to
.
Flowing-Wells-Amphi- Sept.
theatre
Sunnyside, pantano,
Ft •. Lowell, Empire,
Davidson, Three POints,
San ��a:v ier, 'l'linque Verde.
Vail, Sopori, Sahuarita
Sells, Altar valley
11hree .t'oint s
1 in Give one demonstration
each in each oommunity v:hich
comm- will get the entire group
unity together demonstrating
some phase of extension
vyor k,
stimulate com­
munity interests
which will lea d
to better organ­
izations and
future work tDr
both aQults &
Juniors.
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SUJ�nvlARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACC01�PLISmi[ENTS
SOOPE OF THE WORK:
Number of communities cooperating------------------ 27
Number of communities with work planned------------ 27
Number of aduliS attending projects----------------3679
FOODS AND NUTRITION:
Number of groups----------------------------------- 7
Number of members enrolled------------------------- 96
Number of members completing----------------------- 84
CHILD CARE AND TRAINING.:
Number Q f groups---------------------------------- 3
Number of members enrolled-------------------------· 49
Number of members oompleting----------------------- 45
CLOTHUIG:
Number of groups---------------------------------- 6
Number of members enrolled------------------------- 78
Number of members oompleting-------------------�--- 70
HOME FURNISHINGS:
Number of groups----------------------------------- 13
_umber of members enrolled------------------------- 76
Number of members completing----------------------- 72
COMlIONITY ACTIVITIES:
Number of communities cooperating------------------ 27
JUNIOR PROJECTS:
Number of communrt ies------------------------------ 13
Number of Separate clubs--------------------------- 12
Number of memberB enro11ed------.:.------------------ 133
Number of members oompleting----------------------- 133
Looal Achievement DaJs held------------------------ 11
Oounty Aohievement Days held----------------------- 1
fOTALS FOR COUUTY:
Total number of oommunities reached---------------- 27
Total attendance at all group meetings, adult & jr.13670
Total number of demonstrations--------------------- 406
Total number of offioe and phone calls------------- 1101
Total number of individual letters wr1tten---------- 636
Pima County, state of Ari� na
H.D.A.
